AGENDA
PURCELLVILLE TOWN COUNCIL MEETING
JANUARY 9, 2018, 7:00 PM
TOWN HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS
______________________________________________________________________
1.
CALL TO ORDER OF REGULAR MEETING (Mayor Fraser)
2.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

3.

INVOCATION (Mayor Fraser)

4.

AGENDA AMENDMENTS/APPROVAL (Town Council and Staff)

5.

PROCLAMATIONS/RECOGNITIONS (Town Council)

6.

a.

Recognition – Dave Levinson, Purcellville Arts Council, 3 years

b.

Recognition – Emerick Elementary School – National Blue Ribbon School for
Academic Excellence

PUBLIC HEARINGS
a.

7.

8.

9.

None

PRESENTATIONS
a.

PACE Program, Girard Gurgick (15 mins.)

b.

RZ15-02, CPA15-01 and SUP17-01 - O’Toole Property (15 mins.)

STANDING COMMITTEE/COMMISSION/BOARD REPORTS
a.

Planning Commission (Tip Stinnette, Chairman/K. Jimmerson, Council Liaison)

b.

Purcellville Arts Council (Liz Jarvis, Chair/C. Bledsoe, Council Liaison)

c.

Board of Architectural Review (Pat Giglio, Chairman/D. McCollum, Council
Liaison)

d.

Parks and Recreation Advisory Board (Sandy Nave & Ken Beckstrom, CoChairs/R. Cool, Council Liaison)

e.

Economic Development Advisory Committee (N. Ogelman, Council Liaison)

f.

Tree and Environment Sustainability Committee (Craig Greco, Chairman/T.
Greenly, Council Liaison)

CITIZEN/BUSINESS COMMENTS
(All citizens who wish to speak will be given an opportunity. Limits will be imposed on all
speakers. All speakers should sign up prior to speaking. Town residents/businesses will be
given the first opportunity to speak.)

10.

MAYOR AND COUNCIL COMMENTS

11.

DISCUSSION/INFORMATION ITEMS
a.

Warner Brook Annexation Application (P. Sullivan) (pgs. 3-97)

b.

A Street Trail from Blue Ridge Middle School to S. Maple Avenue (D. Lehnig)
(pg. 99)

1

c.
12.

13.

ACTION ITEMS
a.

Parade for Purcellville (LVHS) Boys Cross Country National Champions* (H.
McCann/A. Ware) (pgs. 115-116) (Motion pg. 116)

b.

Requested Amendments to the Makersmiths, Inc. Lease Agreement* (H.
McCann/D. Lehnig) (pgs. 117-145) (Motion pg. 118)

c.

Mayfair Industrial Park, Lot 3 Availability Fees* (D. Lehnig) (pgs.147-149)
(Motion pgs. 147-148)

d.

Mayfair Industrial Park, Lot 4 Availability Fees* (D. Lehnig) (pgs. 151-153)
(Motion pgs. 151-152)

e.

Appointment of Interim Town Attorney* (J. Anzivino) (pgs. 155-162) (Motion
pg. 157) (additional information may be forthcoming in a supplemental agenda)

f.

FAA UAS Integration Pilot Program Application* (Mayor Fraser) (pgs. 163208) (Motion pg. 164)

DISCUSSION OF ITEMS PROPOSED FOR FUTURE PRESENTATIONS /
RECOGNITION
a.

14.

None

APPROVAL OF MINUTES (pgs. 209-232) (Motions pg. 209)
a.

15.

Country Club Drive Traffic Pilot Program Status Update (D. Lehnig/J.
Anzivino) (pgs. 101-113)

December 12, 2017 Town Council Meeting

CLOSED MEETING* (pgs. 233-235) (Motions pg. 234)
The purpose of the closed meeting is to consult with legal counsel about specific legal matters
requiring the provision of legal advice by counsel.

16.

ADJOURNMENT

*Roll Call Votes
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STAFF REPORT
INFORMATION ITEM

Item #11a
SUBJECT:

Warner Brook Annexation Staff Report

DATE OF MEETING:

January 9, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Patrick Sullivan, Director Community Development

SUMMARY:
An application to annex approximately 131.29 acres into the corporate limits of the Town of Purcellville
to enable the development of a mixed use neighborhood consisting of housing, light industrial, retail,
commercial, recreation (sports) and office space.

BACKGROUND:
The Warner Brook property was originally a large farm. The property is currently located in the County
and is zoned JLMA‐3. That zoning designation results in mainly rural and residential uses and in this case
the maximum density would be one dwelling structure for every three acres. The main access to the site
is off Purcellville Road (Route 611). The Warner Brook concept development plan provides for: 1)
commercial (retail and service), 2) light industrial, 3) recreation, and 4) residential.
The Warner Family filed an annexation application in October of 2015. Staff has requested comments
from our reviewing agencies and departments and has reviewed the submission as required by the Town
of Purcellville Process for Annexation and has prepared a report that is being presented to the Town
Council. Along with this report is a comment response by the applicant. The next step will be for the
Town Council to discuss at one or more of its regular public meetings the reports presented by staff. After
Council has reviewed and discussed the report it will vote to either deny the annexation application, or to
proceed with it. Council may direct staff to conduct further analysis, and may request that the application
be amended.

ISSUES/ANALYSIS:
Significant issues have been detailed in the staff report.
MOTION(S):
Not applicable. Information item only.
ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Annexation Request
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STAFF REPORT
INFORMATIONAL ITEM

Item #11b
SUBJECT:

A Street Trail from Blue Ridge Middle School to S. Maple Avenue

DATE OF MEETING:

January 9, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Dale E. Lehnig, PE, CFM, Interim Public Works Director

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS:
The pedestrian improvements project for the A Street Trail from BRMS to S. Maple Avenue is included
in the Town’s Capital Improvement Program, with funds anticipated from Loudoun County. The
design engineer, Clark Nexsen, has been procured through the RFP for the Task Order Contract for
Traffic and Transportation, Utility Coordination & Related Services. Staff has received the proposal
from Clark Nexsen, and has requested a purchase order for the work. With a Notice to Proceed
anticipated for January 10, 2018, we expect to advertise for construction bids before fall of 2018.
BACKGROUND:
During the budget process for the FY2018 budget, the Town requested funding from Loudoun County
for the design, right‐of‐way acquisition and construction of pedestrian improvements along A Street,
between the Blue Ridge Middle School (BRMS) and South Maple Avenue. Loudoun County approved
of the request and added the funding for the project to the County’s FY2018 CIP for $875,000. This
project is in the Town’s Capital Improvement Program (CIP) for FY2018. The Town’s CIP shows
$100,000 for Engineering and $775,000 for construction. This project ensures transportation safety
and security by creating safe routes for non‐vehicular users.
Staff requested and received a proposal for the design of the pedestrian improvements from Clark
Nexsen, one of the consultants that was awarded the Task Order Contract for Traffic and
Transportation and Utility Coordination and Related Services. The fee for this service is estimated
as $99,965.30.
BUDGET IMPACT:
The A Street Pedestrian Improvements from BRMS to S. Maple Avenue is in the Town’s CIP, and
Loudoun County has included the project in the Loudoun County CIP for FY2018. A request to receive
the funding needs to be sent to Loudoun County in order for the Town to receive the funds. There is
essentially no budget impact with this item.
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STAFF REPORT
INFORMATION
Item #11c
SUBJECT:

Country Club Drive Traffic Pilot Program Update

DATE OF MEETING:

January 9, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Dale E. Lehnig, PE, CFM, Interim Public Works Director
John Anzivino, Interim Town Manager

UPDATE:
On November 14, 2017 Town Council proposed and voted to block cut through traffic
through Country Club Estates using delineators during a pilot project of 3‐6 months. Since
then, staff has:
 Sent details of the proposed signage (for two alternatives, as noted below) and cut
sheets for the delineators to the Loudoun County Fire and Rescue Fire Marshal for
review, in advance of requesting a code modification.
 Obtained quotes for the materials to block traffic at the intersection of 33rd Street and
Country Club Drive (delineators to be located at 33rd Street).
 Submitted a requisition for the purchase of materials, including the signage and
delineators for an option to block 33rd Street at the intersection of 33rd Street and
Country Club Drive in accordance with Town Council Direction. If a secondary
alternative is preferred requiring additional delineators can be ordered and obtained
quickly under the state contract price. If custom signage for other alternatives are
considered an appropriate lead time may be required.
 Reached out to VDOT to clarify the Department’s position on the proposed pilot
closure and potential financial implications under VDOT standards (staff did not
have anything in writing from VDOT other than a statement that they may be a
stakeholder).
 Councilman Cool met with residents of Country Club Hills and Catoctin Meadows on
December 4, 2017. As an outcome of the Councilman’s meeting, the residents formed
a working group comprised of homeowners in Country Club Estates, Catoctin
Meadows, and others that represent the residents in the affected areas. The working
group has proposed an initial meeting during the week of January 8, 2018 to further
discuss cut through traffic and options.
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Item 11c: Country Club Drive Traffic Pilot Program Update
Town Council Meeting
January 9, 2018
Page 2 of 5

BACKGROUND
A review of the Town Council Meeting Minutes shows that concerns about cut through traffic
on N. 33rd Street and Country Club Drive have been discussed by the Town Council and staff
since the early 1990’s, during the approval of the proposed subdivision now known as
Catoctin Meadows. At that time, staff advised Town Council that Catoctin Meadows was
actually a part of the Country Club Estates Subdivision; Country Club Drive was Section 1 of
Country Club Estates and the other sections that had not been constructed were Catoctin
Meadows, and a part of the original subdivision plat (approved in 1965; see TC meeting
minutes for June 9, 1993).
The Catoctin Meadows subdivision was ultimately approved and constructed, with the
connection to Country Club Estates in two locations with Glenmeade Circle (at the west side,
Dillon Place, and the east side, Nichols Place). Construction Drawings for Catoctin Meadows
show the connections, and the statement “Ex. Dillon Place and Nichols Avenue to be reverted
to Glenmeade Circle at such time plat is recorded”.
On February 8, 2000, TC passed a resolution and submitted it to VDOT (Attachment 1) that
“the Town guarantee the maintenance of Nichols Place and Dillons Place as connector roads
between public roads in the Town of Purcellville”. The resolution further guarantees a clear
and unrestricted right‐of‐way, as described in the resolution.
In 2011, in response to citizen concerns about cut through traffic from Main Street to N. 21st
Street, the Town had Kimley‐Horn prepare a conceptual traffic calming drawing, showing
locations for speed humps and small traffic circles for the area. The Town sent letters to all
residents along Holly Lane, N. 33rd Street, Country Club Drive, Ashleigh Road, and the
homeowners in Catoctin Meadows, showing the options. Based on the responses from
residents, the Town Council determined that it would be in the best interest of public safety
to add speed humps in locations along the main cut through route of N. 33rd Street, Country
Club Drive (east of N. 33rd Street), and Ashleigh Road. The speed humps were installed as a
part of a capital project that was completed in 2013.
In 2017, a special use permit for VRT proposed the use of a parking lot on Hirst Road as a
commuter lot, replacing the previous commuter lot at St. Andrews Presbyterian Church.
Citizens of Country Club Estates raised a concern that the commuter lot would increase the
cut through traffic in their subdivision. Traffic counts performed by the Town show peak
traffic between the hours of 8‐9 AM and 4‐5 PM. It is believed that the peak traffic is due
largely to Woodgrove High School traffic, based on observations by residents, Town Staff and
the Town’s consultant, AMT. Recent traffic counts performed by the Town spanned
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December 11 through December 27, 2017, with school in session the first week and out of
session the second week. These recent counts confirm that school traffic is likely the reason
for traffic peaks in AM and PM. It is also believed that Woodgrove student traffic has been
channeled into Town due to reconstruction and detour of Alder School Road which is
targeted for completion in mid‐2018.
On November 14, 2017, Town Council, in response to neighborhood concerns, proposed a
pilot project to block the route using delineators during a pilot project of 3‐6 months and the
commuter lot was approved. It should be noted that the pilot project was supported during
the Town Council meeting by some residents along Country Club Drive, and by the Catoctin
Meadows HOA (CMHOA) president. Information provided to Town Staff after that meeting
showed that there was not a broad range of citizen report, even among the CMHOA, and also
that some information critical to the Council’s decision may not have been provided to the
Town Council prior to the November 14 meeting. This information was provided to Town
Council in subsequent emails on December 1 and 4.
While a decision to implement the closure of any road along the cut through route provides
an immediate solution to eliminate any traffic through the subdivision other than residents,
staff supports a process whereby residents that are most affected have the opportunity to
comment before a decision to block traffic is implemented, and a consensus for moving
forward can be reached.
Options
Options proposed and investigated by Town Staff are show in Attachment 2.
Exhibit A: shows proposed signage to limit turns onto N. 33rd Street in the morning and onto
Ashleigh Road in the afternoon. This would have the least impact on the residents, but we
have had some feedback that limiting the turns onto Ashleigh Road in the afternoon may not
be supported by some residents in Catoctin Meadows.
Exhibit B: shows the installation of delineators (Attachment 3) at the intersection of N. 33rd
Street and W. Country Club Drive.


This option has been discussed with Loudoun County Fire and Rescue. The Loudoun
County Fire Marshal has stated that the Town would need to request a modification
to the code, that the delineators need to be approved by the Fire Marshal, that the
spacing needs to be such that the fire truck could get through without damage to the
sides (1‐1/2 to 3 foot increments) and that exact spacing is to be determined in the
field with cooperation from the Fire Marshal’s office. The area would need to be
marked as a fire lane and must be open at all times.
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A similar option was noted by the postmaster to have significant impacts to the flow
of postal vehicles.
Loudoun County Public Schools noted that this option would be acceptable for
student pick‐up and drop off, but that it would mean positioning a bus stop on W.
Main Street.
VDOT noted that any option to block the roads that prevents traffic from going on
these roads may affect traffic on Main Street and as such, they may be a stakeholder.
Town Public Works notes that snow removal would be more difficult, and may
require actually trucking the snow out, and also hand work (that is, shoveling) to
ensure that the delineators remain unobstructed as required by Loudoun Fire and
Rescue.
Because of the existing traffic island located on N. 33rd Street the sections of roadway
adjacent to the island are essentially one way. This is problematic for the residents
that have driveways along this section since in order to exit onto N. 33rd Street, they
would need to turn left onto the single lane portion of N. 33rd Street.
Staff is checking with VDOT to determine if the proposed blocking of traffic will
jeopardize the urban maintenance funding that the Town receives.
The resolution passed by the Town Council in 2000 (Attachment 1), seems to indicate
that the roads must remain clear and unrestricted. Any revision to this would likely
need to also be by a resolution.
Staff has not received comments from the refuse and recycling contractor for the
Town concerning potential service impacts.

Exhibit C: installing delineators on Glenmeade Circle, both east and west, just north of W.
Country Club Drive.







This option has been not discussed with Loudoun County Fire and Rescue, but was
submitted to them via email for review. Based on conversations regarding the Exhibit
B option, the Town would need to request a modification to the code, the delineators
need to be approved by the Fire Marshal, that the spacing needs to be such that the
fire truck could get through without damage to the sides (1‐1/2 to 3 foot increments)
and exact spacing would be determined in the field with cooperation from the Fire
Marshal’s office. The area would need to be marked as a fire lane and must be open
at all times.
A similar option was noted by the postmaster to have significant impacts on the flow
of Postal vehicles.
Loudoun County Public Schools noted that they would be opposed to this option
because it would require busses entering the neighborhood to make a three point
turn inside the community. If through traffic is blocked between W. Main Street and
21st Street, the School Division noted that it would mean positioning bus stops on W.
Main Street and N. 21st Street.
VDOT noted that any option to block the roads that prevents traffic from using on
these roads may affect traffic on Main Street and as such, they may be a stakeholder.
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Town Public Works notes that snow removal would be more difficult, and may
require actually trucking the snow out, and also hand work (that is, shoveling) to
ensure that the delineators are not blocked.
Staff is checking with VDOT to determine if the proposed blocking of through traffic
will jeopardize the urban maintenance funding that the Town receives. The resolution
(attachment 1) indicates that this may be a possibility.
The resolution passed by the Town Council in 2000 (Attachment 1), seems to indicate
that the roads must remain clear and unrestricted. Any revision to this would likely
need to also be by a resolution.
Staff has not received comments from the refuse and recycling contractor for the
Town concerning potential service impacts.

ISSUES
Comments that have been received after the Town Council voted to install delineators (exact
location not determined) indicate that not all of the residents along Holly Lane, N. 33rd Street,
W. Country Club Drive, and Catoctin Meadows were given an opportunity to voice their
concerns or opinions as has been past Town practice. Although the project was proposed as
a pilot project, it does not appear that there was a broad range of citizen involvement.
The following areas are impacted by the traffic and the proposed solutions:






Country Club Drive (39 homes)
Catoctin Meadows residents (74 homes)
Ashleigh Rd residents (7 homes, not a part of CMHOA)
Holly Lane residents (8 homes)
33rd Street residents (5 homes)

BUDGET IMPACT
The quote for the materials only (signage and delineators) is $4,219.15 for the option to
block traffic at 33rd Street at its intersection with Country Club Drive (Exhibit B option). This
does not include staff time for the installation work.
For Exhibit C option, the estimated cost is between $7,500 and $10,000.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Resolution No. 00‐2‐2
2. Exhibits A, B, C: proposed options
3. Delineator cut sheet
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ATTACHMENT 1

TOWN OF PURCELLVILLE
IN

LOUDOUN COUNTY, VIRGINIA

RESOLUTION NO.

PRESENTED:

3am -a - a.

ADOPTED:
A RESOLUTION:

c9 8
- CO
c9 -Fr a)
-

RESOLUTION THAT THE TOWN GUARANTEE THE

MAINTENANCE OF NICHOLLS PLACE AND DILLONS PLACE
AS CONNECTOR ROADS BETWEEN PUBLIC ROADS IN THE
TOWN OF PURCELLVILLE.

WHEREAS, the Virginia Department of Transportation (hereinafter "VDOT ")has

begun processing the street known as Glenmeade Circle in the Catoctin Meadows
Subdivision, into the state system of secondary highways, which street is shown on plats
recorded in the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of Loudoun County, Virginia, and

WHEREAS, in order for VDOT to include all of Glenmeade Circle into the

secondary highway system, the two short segments of road which connect Glenmeade
Circle to Country Club Drive will have to be maintained to allow connection at the

property line between the Catoctin Meadows and Country Club Hills subdivisions, and
WHEREAS, these two short segments of road known as "Nicholls Place"and
Dillons Place"are not currently eligible for inclusion in the state system of secondary
highways.

NOW,THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that in consideration of VDOT's
inclusion of the full length of Glenmeade Circle into the secondary system of state

highways pursuant to Section 33.1 229
- of the Code of Virginia, and the Department's
Subdivision Street Requirements, this Town Council will guarantee to provide routine
maintenance of Nicholls Place and Dillons Place as connector roads between the public
roads of Glenmeade Circle and Country Club Drive.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this Town Council guarantees a clear and

unrestricted right of
- way,
as described, and any necessary easements for cuts, fills and
drainage upon such segments of roadway, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a certified copy of this Resolution be
forwarded to the Resident

Engineer for the Virginia Department
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of Transportation.

ATTACHMENT 2

EXHIBIT A

No Right Turn
Between the
Hours of 3 PM
and 5 PM

No Left Turn
Between the
Hours of 3 PM
and 5 PM

No Left turn
Between the
Hours of 7 am to 9
am

No Right Turn
Between the Hours of
7 am to 9 am

Comments:





A Press Release will go out 2 weeks in advance of road closures.
The Press Release will be on the Town of Purcellville webpage.
The Press Release will have a phone number for questions and comments, and explain that it is
a Pilot Program.
Message Boards will be put out 2 weeks before road closures.
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EXHIBIT B
Delineators,
2 ft spacing

New Traffic
Pattern

No Left Turn

)

No Right
Turn

Do Not Enter
(back to back
signs)

No Parking
Fire Lane

No Parking
Fire Lane

All signs will
have orange
flags

No Thru Traffic

No Thru Traffic

Comments:





A Press Release will go out 2 weeks in advance of road closures.
A Press Release will be on the Town of Purcellville webpage.
The Press Release will have a phone number for questions and comments, and explain that it is a Pilot Program.
Message Boards will be put out 2 weeks before road closures.
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New Traffic
Pattern

EXHIBIT C

No Outlet on
N 33rd Street

Not a Thru
Street
Delineators
2 ft Spacing
No Parking
Fire Lane

Not a Thru
Street
No Right
Turn

New
Traffic
Pattern

Delineators 2 ft
Spacing
No Parking
Fire Lane

New Traffic
Not a Thru No Left
Pattern
Turn
Street

No Outlet on N
33rd Street

No Outlet on N
33rd Street
Comments:





A Press Release will go out 2 weeks in advance of road closures.
A Press Release will be on the Town of Purcellville webpage.
The Press Release will have a phone number for questions and comments, and explain that it is
a Pilot Program.
Message Boards will be put out 2 weeks before road closures.
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STAFF REPORT
ACTION/INFORMATIONAL ITEM

Item #12a
SUBJECT:

Parade for Purcellville (LVHS) Boys Cross Country
National Champions

DATE OF MEETING:

January 9, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Hooper McCann, Director of Administration
Amie Ware, Division Manager, Parks & Recreation

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS:
On December 2, 2017, the Purcellville Boys Cross Country Team won the National Finals
Championship at the 14th Annual Nike Cross Nationals in Portland, Oregon. The team is made
up of students from Loudoun Valley High School, coached by Marc and Joan Hunter.
To acknowledge this phenomenal accomplishment, the Mayor requested staff to look into
holding potential parade in January for these young men. The parade team met on
Wednesday, January 3, 2018 to discuss the parade development process. Although the
planning, coordination, preparation and execution processes and procedures for the Town’s
scheduled parades (4th of July and Christmas) are extensive, as the Mayor’s concept for this
event involved only the Purcellville Volunteer Fire Department, the Purcellville Police
Department, and an open float with the team, the group focused on the following:
1. It would be more of a rolling escort (fire engine, team float and PD) in lieu of a
parade with multiple participants, so no road closures would be necessary.
2. Through the Opticom Emergency Vehicle Preemption (EVP) system, the fire engine
would be able to control the lights at the intersections of Main/Maple and
Main/Hatcher. The PD would need to be on hand at Main/Nursery.
3. We would need to identify who would decorate the float, the Town, LVHS students?
The group also discussed possible issues:
1. Cold/winter weather
2. If the boys would be available (they have indoor track meets)
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In addition, the group discussed potential additional options and identified the following:
1. Work with Play to Win to coordinate something for the team at their Open House on
February 17, 2018.
2. Instead of the team riding on a float, might they be interested in running with the Fire
Department leading them and the Police Department following.
3. How would the team prefer to be escorted to the Tabernacle?
Staff reached out to Play to Win to garner their feedback on potentially recognizing the
team at the Open House and they are excited to have the opportunity to take part in this
recognition. Staff also contacted the coaches to ensure that the Team would be available on
February 17. They have confirmed their availability.
With Council’s approval and direction, staff will move forward with the coordination and
confirmation of the specific details with all of the parties.
BUDGET IMPACT:
The budget impact would be minimal, staffing resources from Parks and Recreation, Police
Department and Maintenance.
MOTION(S):
“I move that Town Council direct staff to coordinate the scheduling and preparations to have
the Purcellville Boys Cross Country Team National Champions formally escorted from
Loudoun Valley High School to their recognition at the Tabernacle Saturday, February, 17,
2018.”

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. N/A
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STAFF REPORT
ACTION ITEM

Item #12b
SUBJECT:

Requested Amendments to the Makersmiths, Inc.
Lease Agreement

DATE OF MEETING:

January 9, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Hooper McCann, Director of Administration
Dale Lehnig, Interim Director of Public Works

SUMMARY and BACKGROUND:
The Town of Purcellville and Makersmiths, Inc. entered into a lease agreement March 23,
2017 (Attachment 1). This lease involves Town property consisting of 5.366 acres located
at 785 and 787 South 20th Street. This property contains two principal structures, the
former maintenance building and the former wastewater plant building as well as two
storage sheds. The defined use of this property, per the agreement, is as a community
workshop for makersmith activities. These activities generally include woodworking, metal
working, electronics, robotics, 3‐D printing, crafting and other similar activities.
On December 7, 2017, Mr. Dave Painter, on behalf of Makersmiths, Inc., forwarded an email
(Attachment 2) to Town Council requesting three specific operational items for
consideration as amendments to the original lease agreement:
1. Extend the year one lease rate ($250) by six months. In accordance with the
original agreement, the year two rate of $1,250 is due to begin with the April
2018 lease payment. By extending the year one rate for six months, the year
two rate, $1,250 would begin with the October 2018 lease payment.
2. Provide Makersmiths, Inc. with a Right of First Refusal on the buildings and
property. It was Makersmiths’ intent, when the original agreement was
drafted, to have this spelled out in the document.
3. Securing sewer service to the former wastewater treatment plant. There is no
existing sewer service to the former wastewater treatment plant. The
anticipated cost to install a sewer lateral to extend this service is
approximately $3,500.
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A draft lease amendment document has been drafted, incorporating these items for Town
Council review (Attachment 3).
ISSUES:
In accordance with VA Code § 15.2‐1800 Purchase, sale, use, etc., of real property
(Attachment 4), prior to entering into an agreement for the lease of Town property, a public
hearing is required. The public hearing for the original lease was held on March 14, 2017.
As the proposed amendment is making material changes to the original lease such as
modifying payments, creating a Right of First Refusal and creating a financial obligation
(sewer lateral), a new public hearing may be required.
BUDGET IMPACT:
The extension of the one year lease rate for six months would result in a loss of $6,000 of
anticipated revenue. The projected cost to install a sewer lateral to extend sewer service to
the former wastewater treatment plant, is approximately $3,500.
MOTION(S):
“I move that we authorize staff to advertise a public hearing, regarding the draft Amendment
to the Makersmiths Lease Agreement, to be held at the February 13, 2018 regular Town
Council meeting.”

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Makersmiths Lease Agreement, lease commencement date of March 23, 2017
2. Email from Makersmiths, Inc. dated December 7, 2017
3. Draft Amendment to the Makersmiths Lease Agreement
4. VA Code § 15.2‐1800 Purchase, sale, use, etc., of real property
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Attachment 2
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Fraser, Kwasi
McCann, Hooper; Hankins, Sally; Lehnig, Dale
Only Town Council
Fwd: Makersmiths
Saturday, December 9, 2017 2:21:50 PM

Hi Sally;
I will like the TC to consider the below requests. Please let me know what language will need
to be changed in the existing lease to reflect the changes, if that is the path TC will like to
pursue.
Thanks,
Kwasi Fraser
Mayor - Purcellville, Virginia
571 970-7205
Sent from my iPhone
Please consider the environment before printing this email.
Begin forwarded message:
From: Dave Painter <OMIT
>
Date: December 7, 2017 at 2:45:04 PM EST
To: Only Town Council <OOMIT
>
MI
OMIT
Cc: 'Brad Hess' <
>, "'Bullis, Brandon J [NTK]'"
T
<OMIT
>, 'Mark Millsap' <OMIT
>,
OMIT
OMIT
'Ravas Family' <
>, 'Tom Hill' <
'Michael Fistler' <OMIT
>, 'Pat Scannell' <OOMIT
>
M
Subject: Makersmiths

>,

I
T

Mayor Fraser, and Members of the Town Council,
We at Makersmiths have accomplished significant progress at the property
we’ve leased from the Town of Purcellville, and expect to have the space open in
January.
In fact, we’ve significantly increased and accelerated our investment, over
what we expected was necessary to make the space operational, and this is
ultimately a very good thing for the Town of Purcellville and the local residents.  
Specifically, we have had to completely redo the electrical, reframe and
insulate some of the exterior walls, and pour a new concrete slab to complete the
flooring. There have been more than 30 people who have volunteered time and
expertise to make this all possible, and a number of local companies have stepped
up with donations. The numbers still need to be totaled, but we estimate our total
investment so far in the space at more than $50,000 to date, and probably more
than $75,000, when you account for all of the donated labor, materials and other
services.
We invite each of you out to see the space, and the improvements we’ve
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made.
There are a number of operational issues that have come up, and we’d like
to request that the Town continue to enable our mutual success and Makersmiths'
continued investment with a few operational requests that we feel are very
modest, reasonable, mutually beneficial, and in the spirit of what we have each set
out to accomplish with this lease:
1.       We request the Town of Purcellville extend the year one lease rate
of $250/month by an additional 6 months. In our original plan, we
would have had the space open in mid-summer. That plan was based
on the assumption of electrical and plumbing being in place by that
time. After we began the work, Dominion informed us that the
electrical system would require complete replacement, from the pole,
all the way through to the outlets. That work is expected to be
complete by the end of this month. Similarly, at the beginning of the
project, we assumed basic water and sewer were in place. However,
even though we have been paying for water and sewer since we moved
in, there is no water or sewer service to the lower building.
2.       Also, when the lease was being drafted, we had originally agreed
to having a Right of First Refusal to buy the building and property.
That agreement was somehow overlooked in the execution of the
lease. We believe it is in the interest of both Makersmiths and the
Town of Purcellville to amend the lease to include this RoFR. Having
that in place allows us to sustain the continued investment in the
property, as it gives us a mechanism for potentially acquiring the
assets we are creating.
3.       Finally, the Town has been working with us to secure sewer
service, which we’ll need to get the space fully operational. Any
additional help the Town can offer that expedites that process is
greatly appreciated.
Thanks again, and we look forward to seeing you all making at the space, very
soon!
Sincerely,
Tom Hill, Makersmiths-Purcellville Site Steward
Dave Painter, Member, Board of Directors, Makersmiths
Mike Fistler, Makersmiths member

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Attachment 3
AMENDMENT TO THE MAKERSMITHS LEASE AGREEMENT

By mutual agreement of the parties, the Makersmiths Lease Agreement dated March 23, 2017
(“Agreement”) concerning real property being, lying and situated in Loudoun County, Virginia,
such real property being the Leased Premises as described in the Agreement as shown on Exhibit
A therein, between the Town of Purcellville, Virginia, a municipal corporation (“Landlord”), and
Makersmiths, Incorporated, a Virginia corporation (“Tenant”) is hereby amended as follows,
effective the date the amendment is executed by both parties.
1. Section Three (3) Rent; Rent Commencement Date. The Tenant shall pay rent monthly.
Rent is due on the first day of each month during the Term, commencing on the first day
of the month immediately following the Lease Commencement Date. Rent shall be
$250.00 per month for the first year of the Term and the first six months of the second
year of the Term, and then $1,250 per month for the remaining six months of the second
year of the Term, and $2,250 per month for the third, fourth and fifth years of the Term.
2. Section Twelve (12) Operating Expenses.
c. Water and Sewer. Tenant shall pay all water and sewer charges assessed
against the Leased Premises. The Tenant shall keep all plumbing fixtures in
good repair. The Landlord shall not be responsible for repairs or replacements
related to plumbing, with the sole exception of repairs or replacements
required to underground water lines and sewer lines located between the
Leased Premises and the public right-of-way. The Landlord agrees to pay up
to $3,500 toward the installation of a sewer lateral to within five (5) feet of
the approximately 1,364 square feet building labeled in the Agreement as the
“787 Building” and shown and labeled as “787” on Exhibit A. All costs that
exceed $3,500 for the installation of said sewer lateral will be the sole
responsibility of the Tenant.
3. Section Seventeen (17) Sale of Property by Landlord and Right of First Refusal. Subject
to the requirements stated herein, the Landlord may assign any or all of Landlord’s rights
under this Lease at any time and without the necessity of obtaining any consent of the
Tenant, provided that the Landlord shall notify the Tenant of any such transfer or
assignment at least sixty (60) days prior to the effective date of such transfer or
assignment. During the term of the Agreement and pursuant to the requirements of §
15.2-1800 (B) of the Code of Virginia, prior to the Landlord selling all or part of the
1.124-acre portion of the Leased Premises that is reserved exclusively for use by the
Tenant, which portion is shown on Exhibit A as “Makersmiths Use Only,” to a third
party, the Landlord shall first offer to sell that portion of the Leased Premises to the
Tenant on the same terms and conditions as offered by the third party. The Tenant shall
have thirty (30) days from the date of the Landlord’s offer during which to accept said
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offer. If the Tenant does not accept the Landlord’s offer in writing within this period, the
Landlord shall be free to accept the third-party offer and the Tenants’ Right of First
Refusal is deemed waived and released in full. If the Landlord does not enter into an
agreement with the third party on said terms and conditions and close the transaction
within one-hundred and eighty (180) days following the date of the Tenant’s refusal of
Landlord’s offer, the Landlord’s right to sell the property to the third party shall expire
and the procedure described in this Section shall again be applicable.
In all other respects, the terms, provisions and conditions of the Agreement shall remain in
full force and effect.
Each party is signing this Amendment to the Makersmiths Lease Agreement on the date
stated opposite the party's signature.
WITNESS the following signatures:

LANDLORD:
THE TOWN OF PURCELVILLE, VIRGINIA

Date: ________________________

By: ___________________________________
John Anzivino, Interim Town Manager

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
COUNTY OF LOUDOUN:
I, the undersigned Notary Public, in and for the jurisdiction aforesaid, do hereby certify that
John Anzivino, as Interim Town Manager of the Town of Purcellville, Virginia, whose name
is signed to the foregoing Amendment to the Makersmiths Lease Agreement, appeared before me
and personally acknowledged the same in my jurisdiction aforesaid.
GIVEN under my hand and seal this ______ day of ________, 2018.

____________________________________
Notary Public

SEAL:
My commission expires: _____________________
Notary Registration Number: _________________
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TENANT:
MAKERSMITHS, INCORPORATED.

Date: ________________________

By: ___________________________________
Patrick Scannell, Chief Executive Officer

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
COUNTY OF LOUDOUN:
I, the undersigned Notary Public, in and for the jurisdiction aforesaid, do hereby certify that
Patrick Scannell, as Chief Executive Officer of Makersmiths, Inc., whose name is signed to
the foregoing Amendment to the Makersmiths Lease Agreement, appeared before me and
personally acknowledged the same in my jurisdiction aforesaid.
GIVEN under my hand and seal this ______ day of ________, 2018.

____________________________________
Notary Public

SEAL:
My commission expires: _____________________
Notary Registration Number: _________________
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Code of Virginia
Title 15.2. Counties, Cities and Towns
Chapter 18. Buildings, Monuments and Lands Generally

Attachment 4

§ 15.2-1800. Purchase, sale, use, etc., of real property
A. A locality may acquire by purchase, gift, devise, bequest, exchange, lease as lessee, or
otherwise, title to, or any interests in, any real property, whether improved or unimproved,
within its jurisdiction, for any public use. Acquisition of any interest in real property by
condemnation is governed by Chapter 19 (§ 15.2-1901 et seq.). The acquisition of a leasehold or
other interest in a telecommunications tower, owned by a nongovernmental source, for the
operation of a locality's wireless radio communications systems shall be governed by this
chapter.
B. Subject to any applicable requirements of Article VII, Section 9 of the Constitution, any
locality may sell, at public or private sale, exchange, lease as lessor, mortgage, pledge,
subordinate interest in or otherwise dispose of its real property, which includes the superjacent
airspace (except airspace provided for in § 15.2-2030) which may be subdivided and conveyed
separate from the subjacent land surface, provided that no such real property, whether improved
or unimproved, shall be disposed of until the governing body has held a public hearing
concerning such disposal. However, the holding of a public hearing shall not apply to (i) the
leasing of real property to another public body, political subdivision or authority of the
Commonwealth or (ii) conveyance of site development easements, or utility easements related to
transportation projects, across public property, including, but not limited to, easements for
ingress, egress, utilities, cable, telecommunications, storm water management, and other similar
conveyances, that are consistent with the local capital improvement program, involving
improvement of property owned by the locality. The provisions of this section shall not apply to
the vacation of public interests in real property under the provisions of Articles 6 (§ 15.2-2240 et
seq.) and 7 (§ 15.2-2280 et seq.) of Chapter 22.
C. A city or town may also acquire real property for a public use outside its boundaries; a county
may acquire real property for a public use outside its boundaries when expressly authorized by
law.
D. A locality may construct, insure, and equip buildings, structures and other improvements on
real property owned or leased by it.
E. A locality may operate, maintain, and regulate the use of its real property or may contract with
other persons to do so.
Notwithstanding any contrary provision of law, general or special, no locality providing access
and opportunity to use its real property, whether improved or unimproved, may deny equal
access or a fair opportunity to use such real property to, or otherwise discriminate against, the
Boy Scouts of America or the Girl Scouts of the USA. Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed
to require any locality to sponsor the Boy Scouts of America or the Girl Scouts of the USA, or to
exempt any such groups from local policies governing access to and use of a locality's real
property. The provisions of this paragraph applicable to a locality shall also apply equally to any
local governmental entity, including a department, agency, or authority.
F. This section shall not be construed to deprive the resident judge or judges of the right to
1
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control the use of the courthouse.
G. "Public use" as used in this section shall have the same meaning as in § 1-219.1.
Code 1950, § 15-692; 1962, c. 623, § 15.1-262; 1968, c. 418; 1974, c. 282; 1977, c. 269; 1979, c.
431; 1980, cc. 212, 559; 1984, c. 241; 1986, cc. 477, 573; 1990, c. 813; 1997, c. 587;1998, c. 696;
2005, c. 822;2006, c. 57;2007, cc. 882, 901, 926;2017, c. 401.
The chapters of the acts of assembly referenced in the historical citation at the end of this section
may not constitute a comprehensive list of such chapters and may exclude chapters whose
provisions have expired.

2
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STAFF REPORT
ACTION ITEM

Item #12c
SUBJECT:

Mayfair Industrial, Lot 3 Availability Fees

DATE OF MEETING:

January 9, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Dale E. Lehnig, PE, CFM, Interim Public Works Director

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS:
Truckin’ America proposes to develop Lot 3 in the Mayfair Industrial Subdivision, on the east
side of Shephardstown Court (see Attachment #1). The developer has submitted the
business utility form, requesting a 5/8‐inch meter. The application, with plumbing plans,
has been reviewed by Town Staff using the standard calculations and procedures that are
employed for the review of all business utility forms submitted to the Town. Town Staff
recommends approval of the meter size requested.
BACKGROUND:
The site plan for Truckin’ America includes the construction of a building, parking lot,
entrance, storm sewer, sanitary sewer lateral, water service and meter.
ISSUES:
No issues identified.
BUDGET IMPACT:
The water and sanitary sewer availability fees (plus meter fee) collected for this
development, based on the requested and recommended meter size, is $47,629.00.
MOTION(S):
“I move that the Town Council approve a 5/8‐inch water and sewer availability for Truckin’
America, located on Lot 3 of the Mayfair Industrial Subdivision, once all necessary land
approvals have been secured. This approval is valid with the following stipulations:
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Item 12c: Mayfair Industrial, Lot 3 Availability Fees
Town Council Meeting
January 9, 2018
Page 2 of 2

This availability must be purchased prior to the zoning permit being issued for the
development of the property and must be purchased at the going availability rates at the
time of purchase.
The approval of this availability is with the understanding that if the number of fixtures or
water use exceeds the allowable amount for the meter size, the current owner will be
required to upgrade the availability as necessary with all appropriate approvals, or the use
will not be permitted.”
OR
“I move that the Town Council rejects the proposed water meter sizes and associated water
and sewer availability fees.”

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Site location, Lot 3 Mayfair Industrial Park.
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STAFF REPORT
ACTION ITEM

Item #12d
SUBJECT:

Mayfair Industrial, Lot 4 Availability Fees

DATE OF MEETING:

January 9, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Dale E. Lehnig, PE, CFM, Interim Public Works Director

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS:
McKim Septic and Pumping proposes to develop Lot 4 in the Mayfair Industrial Subdivision,
on the east side of Shephardstown Court (see Attachment #1). The developer has submitted
the business utility form; the site plan shows that he is requesting a 3/4‐inch meter. The
application, with plumbing plans, has been reviewed by Town Staff using the standard
calculations and procedures that are employed for the review of all business utility forms
submitted to the Town. Town Staff recommends approval of the meter size requested.
BACKGROUND:
The site plan for Lot 4 in Mayfair Industrial Subdivision, McKim Septic and Pumping, includes
the construction of a building, parking lot, entrance, storm sewer, sanitary sewer lateral,
water service and meter and water main with a fire hydrant.
ISSUES:
No issues identified.
BUDGET IMPACT:
The water and sanitary sewer availability fees (plus meter fee) collected for this
development, based on the requested and recommended meter size, is $71,359.00.
MOTION(S):
“I move that the Town Council approve a 3/4‐inch water and sewer availability for McKim
Septic and Pumping, located on Lot 4 of the Mayfair Industrial Subdivision, once all necessary
land approvals have been secured. This approval is valid with the following stipulations:
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This availability must be purchased prior to the zoning permit being issued for the
development of the property and must be purchased at the going availability rates at the
time of purchase.
The approval of this availability is with the understanding that if the number of fixtures or
water use exceeds the allowable amount for the meter size, the current owner will be
required to upgrade the availability as necessary with all appropriate approvals, or the use
will not be permitted.”
OR
“I move that the Town Council rejects the proposed water meter sizes and associated water
and sewer availability fees.”

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Site location, Lot 4 Mayfair Industrial Park.
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STAFF REPORT
ACTION ITEM

Item #12e
SUBJECT:

Appointment of Interim Town Attorney

DATE OF MEETING:

January 9, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

John A. Anzivino, Interim Town Manager

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS:
Due to the absence of the Council’s appointed Town Attorney for an undefined period of time
the appointment of an Interim Town Attorney is necessary to ensure Town Council projects,
contract development, review and interpretation of complex personnel actions, ordinance
interpretation and day to day legal questions which arise are appropriately addressed in
conjunction with State Code and Town Ordinances.
I initiated a search of potential candidates who have local government experience and who
could serve as an Interim Attorney for a short, but undefined period of time.
As a result of outreach efforts, outlined in more detail below, Henry Day, a Warrenton
attorney, has been invited to the January 9 Council meeting as a potential appointee, and
given the short‐term nature of the position I would recommend he be retained until the
investigation, currently underway, is complete.
BACKGROUND:
The Town of Purcellville has retained the services of a Town Attorney full‐time, or on a
contractual basis, for many years. The Attorney, who is a Town Council appointee advises
Council and staff on legal issues and serves as the chief legal advisor for the Town. As
outlined in the Town Code (Article III, Division 2), the Town Attorney serves at the pleasure
of the Town Council and is required to attend all Town Council meetings. In addition, he or
she, as I understand it, serves as Council Parliamentarian. The Town Attorney is also
expected to be available and able to advise Council and staff on a wide range of issues ranging
from interpretation of the Town Code, to land use and zoning, to personnel, to contractual
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matters. As such, the Attorney typically has responsibility to serve as initial point of contact
as the Town’s representative on all legal issues.
As advised by representatives of Wilson Elser, the Town Council’s contractor investigating
several prior allegations against, and actions taken by, the Town and certain staff members,
Town Attorney Sally Hankins was placed on paid administrative leave on Friday, December
29, 2017 until the outcome of the ongoing Wilson Elser investigation is complete. The action
taken was to ensure the independence and integrity of the investigation.
To identify potential candidates for the position, who would be readily available and had a
background in municipal law, I reached out to Leo Rodgers, Loudoun County’s County
Attorney, for names of attorneys who may meet the Town’s short term needs. Mr. Rodgers
provided names and contact information for five (5) retired public sector attorneys who are
located in the Northern Virginia area and have represented communities such as Leesburg,
Alexandria, Falls Church, Vienna and several Loudoun County towns in the past.
Unfortunately, each attorney contacted indicated an inability to serve based upon a lapse in
their Bar license, personal travel during the month of January, distance from their home to
Purcellville, or potential conflicts due to current clients. In addition, Wilson Elser was also
contacted due to their current contract with the Town. In conversations with Yoora Pak,
Wilson Elser’s lead attorney to the Town, she indicated that the firm felt that a conflict might
exist or develop and it would be best to decline to maintain the independence and integrity
of Wilson Elser’s work on behalf of the Town.
With that, I reached out to a couple of local government attorneys I had worked with while
in public service, and one, Henry Day from Warrenton, indicated an interest to serve in the
short‐term.
Mr. Day has submitted both a resume outlining his past experience and credentials as well
as a summary and hourly rate for the services he would anticipate to provide. Considering
his past experience, he would be able to provide responses to most inquiries, including
research and day to day responses to day to day issues; however, he may need to rely upon
outside counsel, for highly unusual or complex litigation, if it was beyond his level of
experience. To that end, he and I would inform the Council, before proceeding. He
understands the Council meeting schedule and his obligations to attend and is not looking
for a long‐term commitment from the Town. In addition, while willing to step in as Interim
Town Attorney, he has indicated that due to obligations with existing clients he would prefer
to limit his time to no more that sixteen (16) to twenty‐four (24) hours per week,
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understanding that his obligation would end upon completion of the ongoing investigation
or reinstatement of the Town’s current Attorney.
ISSUES:
The Town operates a fairly complex organization and is dealing with multifaceted issues that
transcend a wide variety of projects and topics (annexation request, contract review,
personnel, etc.) and is currently without a point of contact for day to day legal issues.
Consequently, I am concerned that both Town Council and staff do not have an identified ‘go
to’ legal advisor at this time to ensure issues are resolved in an appropriate and timely
fashion with sound, unbiased advice. Not knowing what the outcome of the current
investigation may be and when it will be finally resolved, a short term appointment would
fill the void and allow the Town to continue to move forward.
Questions may arise concerning whether or not the Virginia Public Procurement Act comes
into play in obtaining legal services. Under the Virginia Code (Section 2.2.4344 of the
Virginia Public Procurement Act, attached) a governing body may obtain legal services
without undergoing a formal procurement process.

BUDGET IMPACT:
Funds for this item will be allocated from the Town Council’s______________________.

MOTION(S):
“I move that the Town Council approve the hiring of, and formally appoint Henry Day, as
Interim Town Attorney, at a rate of $ 350 per hour, for up to twenty‐four (24) hours per week
until the current investigation is complete, in accordance with his letter dated January 4,
2018. “

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Henry Day Resume
2. Henry Day Outline of Terms of Service
3. Section 2.2.4344 of the Virginia Public Procurement Act
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ATTACHMENT 1

HENRY CLEAVES DAY

Attorney At Law
POST OFFICE BOX 1096
WARRENTON, VIRGINIA 20188
Office (540) 349-4300

EDUCATION

PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

CIVIC
ACTIVITIES

Bachelor of Arts
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee

1975

Juris Doctorate
George Mason University School of Law
Arlington, Virginia

1982

Private Practice of Law
Fairfax and Warrenton, Virginia

1982-Present

Fauquier County Water
and Sanitation Authority
Legal Counsel
Warrenton, Virginia

2005-Present

Town Attorney
Warrenton, Virginia

1993-2002

Partner: Thacher, Swiger and Day
Fairfax, Virginia

1986-1990

The John Page Turner Hour Foundation
Chairman
The Plains, Virginia

1995-1998

The Plains, Virginia Architectural Review Board
Chairman

1988-2002
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HENRY CLEAVES DAY
Attorney At Law

CIVIC
ACTIVITIES
Cont

George Mason University Alumni Association
Board Member
George Mason University Law School
Dean Search Committee Member
Fairfax Bar Association:
Legislative Committee Chairman
Membership Committee
Long Range Planning Committee
The Plains Business and Professional Association
President

1980s
1985
1982-1990

1980s

Fauquier Hospital Development Committee
Member

2000-2002

The Plains Community Center Board
Chairman

1995-1998

The Fauquier Club, Warrenton, Virginia
Former Secretary and Governor
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010

REPORT
ACTION ITEM

Item #12f
SUBJECT:

FAA UAS Integration Pilot Program Application

DATE OF MEETING:

January 9, 2018

CONTACT:

Mayor Kwasi Fraser

FAA UAS INTEGRATION PILOT PROGRAM:
Through the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the Department of Transportation
(DOT) announces a new pilot program that encourages Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS)
operators to partner with state, local, and tribal governments to conduct advanced
operations safely and with public support in affected communities. The UAS Integration
Pilot Program (UASIPP) continues the FAA’s efforts to integrate UAS into the National
Airspace System (NAS) by identifying the most effective partnerships to test and validate
cutting edge operational concepts while supporting the development of a vibrant UAS
industry and United States leadership in unmanned aviation and automated technology.
The DOT will use information and data gathered as a result of this Program to facilitate
oversight and rulemaking, to improve communication with state, local, and tribal
governments, and to accelerate approval of operations that currently require special
permissions.

PURCELLVILLE APPLICATION TO THE PROGRAM:
If Purcellville is selected to be a local government Lead Participant in the program, the
Town will partner with selected UAS operators to conduct advanced operations safely and
with public support to promote the health, safety, and welfare of community stakeholders.
Due to Purcellville’s environment and terrain, the proposed advanced operations will be
focused on precision agriculture, utility infrastructure inspection and metering, fire and
rescue, and emergency response and delivery.
The source selection decision will be made by the Office of the Secretary of the Department
of Transportation. Lead Participants in the program would be required to enter into a
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the FAA under the agency’s Other Transactional
Authority (OTA). The Contracting Officer (CO) is signature authority for executing MOAs.
The MOA establishes the responsibilities of the FAA and the Lead Participant. The
Acquisition Management System (AMS) establishes policy and guidance for all aspects of
lifecycle acquisition management for the FAA. Lead Applicants may obtain information on
the AMS via the Internet at: http://fast.faa.gov/
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Item xx: FAA UAS Integration Pilot Program Application
Town Council Meeting
January 9, 2018
Page 2 of 2

WORK TO BE DONE:
The Mayor has aligned with Loudoun County Economic Development and leading UAS
operators in Loudoun to discuss opportunities and strategic approach. The application
submission date is January 4, 2019.
BUDGET AND FINANCIAL IMPACT:
Completion and submission of the application will be done online and will not require any
staff engagement. If Purcellville is selected to be a Lead Participant, funding for the
proposed initiatives will be sought through Public Private, Partnerships and grants.
MOTION(S):
“I move that Mayor Fraser proceed with Purcellville’s application to be a Lead Participant
in the FAA UAS Integration Pilot Program. This is being advanced with the understanding
that if Purcellville is selected to the program and is able to obtain majority citizen support
for it, it will offer Purcellville the opportunity to partner with the County, FAA, and selected
UAS operators to conduct advanced operations to promote the health, safety, and welfare
of community stakeholders.”

ATTACHMENT:
1.

FAA Unmanned Aircraft Systems Integration Pilot Program Participant
Selection – Screening Information Request DTFAWA‐18‐R‐00001
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ATTACHMENT 1

UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
INTEGRATION PILOT PROGRAM
PARTICIPANT SELECTION

SCREENING INFORMATION REQUEST
DTFAWA-18-R-00001

Date: November 02, 2017
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1

PROJECT TITLE

Unmanned Aircraft Systems Integration Pilot Program Participant Selection
2

SCREENING INFORMATION REQUEST (SIR) NO.

DTFAWA-18-R-00001
3

AGREEMENT TYPE

Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
4

ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (AMS)

This SIR makes reference to the AMS; however, as the source selection decision will be
made by the Office of the Secretary of the Department of Transportation, the FAA is
using the AMS for guidance. Lead Participants in the Program would be required to enter
into a MOA with the FAA under the agency’s Other Transactional Authority (OTA) 1.
The Contracting Officer (CO) is signature authority for executing MOAs. The MOA
establishes the responsibilities of the FAA and the Lead Participant. The AMS establishes
policy and guidance for all aspects of lifecycle acquisition management for the FAA.
Lead Applicants 2 may obtain information on the AMS via the Internet at:
http://fast.faa.gov/. Some AMS policies are referenced in this document as an established
protocol.
5

PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE

Date of issuance through 10/24/2020.
6

FUNDING

No funds are anticipated to be exchanged under the MOAs; however, if the Government
and a MOA holder later agree that either party will provide funding, it would be within
the scope of the MOA to make such a modification.

1

49 U.S.C. 106(l)(6). Using the OTA under FAA’s Acquisition Authority serves as a blend to benefit the
partners to the agreement as ordered by the Presidential Memorandum for the Secretary of Transportation
referenced in this SIR.
2
The term “Lead Applicant” is inclusive of the AMS term “Offeror”.
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7

MILESTONE SCHEDULES
Table 1: Schedule
Schedule

Calendar Days
from FRN
Publication
0

Due Date1

Time

SIR Issued
TBD
Lead Applicant email of notice of intent:
“Declaration of Lead Applicant” for
+20
TBD
2:00 P.M. ET
FAA/UAS Portal access
FAA to email Lead Applicant with
+25
TBD
2:00 P.M. ET
FAA/UAS Portal access instructions
Lead Applicant questions, concerns, and
+27
TBD
2:00 P.M. ET
clarifications submission
FAA response to Lead Applicant
+34
TBD
2:00 P.M. ET
questions, concerns, and clarifications
Lead Applicant submission of Volume I +35
TBD
2:00 P.M. ET
Identification of Lead Applicant
Lead Applicant submission of Volume II
- Overview of Lead Applicant
+35
TBD
2:00 P.M. ET
Solicitation Concept
Lead Applicant submission of Volume III
- Airspace and Concept of Operations
+57
TBD
2:00 P.M. ET
(CONOPS)
Lead Applicant submission of Volume IV
+57
TBD
2:00 P.M. ET
- Key Considerations
Lead Applicant submission of Volume V
+57
TBD
2:00 P.M. ET
– Team Members and Past Performance
Lead Applicant submission of Volume VI
+57
TBD
2:00 P.M. ET
- Infrastructure
1
An Amendment to the SIR with the specific Due Dates will be posted on FAACO.faa.gov once the FRN is
published. In the event that the Due Date falls on a weekend or holiday; the Due Date will be the next business
day.

8

BACKGROUND

The Presidential Memorandum for the Secretary of Transportation (Presidential
Memorandum) (Section 22 ATTACHMENT A: PRESIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM FOR THE
SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION) and the associated Federal Register Notice (FRN)
define the objectives of the Unmanned Aircraft Systems Integration Pilot Program
(Program). The Program is expected to provide immediate opportunities for new and
expanded commercial UAS operations, foster a meaningful dialogue on the balance
between local and national interests related to UAS integration, and provide actionable
information to the Department of Transportation (DOT) on expanded and universal
integration of UAS into the national airspace system (NAS).
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The purpose of the Program is to foster mutually beneficial partnerships with
government, UAS operators, and other stakeholders to accelerate the safe integration of
UAS into the NAS. Information and data gained through these partnerships will be used
to enable the FAA to more rapidly authorize operations that currently require special
permission and will inform future policy development to help expand this flourishing
industry. To facilitate the development of these partnerships, and to foster a robust array
of Program objectives, the FAA will accept applications from the state, local, and tribal
governments (this includes U.S territories and holdings) and encourages partnerships
with UAS operators and other private sector stakeholders. Agreements between the Lead
Applicant and each team member must be executed prior to the submission of Volume V.
In Volume V – Team Members: Rationale and Past Performance, if the Lead Applicant
lists any team members, it must attest that it has a partnering agreement with each team
member.
In keeping with the Presidential Memorandum, the Secretary intends to select the Lead
Participants and, as described below, the FAA will enter into at least five (5) Agreements
under a MOA.
9

INSTRUCTIONS TO LEAD APPLICANTS

9.1

Introduction

9.1.1

The DOT, in coordination with the FAA, is conducting a selection process to
initially authorize and designate at least five (5) FAA/UAS Agreements in
accordance with the Presidential Memorandum mandate. After five (5)
Agreements have been signed, if resources permit, the FAA will continue to
review and process completed applications. The FAA will notify all Lead
Applicants of the selection decisions.

9.1.2

Upon the Lead Applicants’ selection by the Secretary, the FAA plans to enter into
MOAs with the Lead Participants.

9.1.3

Submissions are presumed to represent an entity’s best efforts to respond to the
SIR requirements, including the scope of requirements defined in the draft MOA.
Inconsistencies within the entire proposal submission must be fully explained. A
significant inconsistency, if unexplained, raises a fundamental question of the
Applicant’s understanding of the relevant regulatory and technical environment,
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as well as the ability to meet and perform the requirements. This may be grounds
for rejection of the submission.
9.1.4

Failure to submit any of the information requested by this SIR may render the
Lead Applicant ineligible for award, in which case the remainder of the
submission will not be reviewed.

9.1.5

A Lead Applicant may submit only one proposal; however, a Lead Applicant may
be included as a team member in proposals from one or more other Lead
Applicants.

9.2

Interested Parties List

Interested Parties, including Lead Applicants, may email the FAA to put themselves on
the Interested Parties List to facilitate the formation of Pilot Program teams. Prospective
public and private sector applicants/partners and Lead Applicants may submit a request to
be on the Interested Parties List via email by [INSERT DATE 35 DAYS AFTER FRN
PUBLICATION]. The Interested Parties List will be made publicly available at
https://faaco.faa.gov/index.cfm/announcement/search by [INSERT DATE 5 DAYS
AFTER FRN PUBLICATION] and periodically updated.
Email: 9-AWA-UASIPP@faa.gov
The email subject should read:
“Interested Party List Request”
To declare your interest, copy and paste the text exactly as it appears
below (then complete the information and send your completed email to
FAA):
____________________________________________________________
Please add the following to the Interested Party List for the FAA/UAS
Integration Pilot Program:
Point of Contact First Name:
Point of Contact Last Name:
Email Address:
Point of Contact Phone Number:
Entity Type (Private sector entity, State, Local, or Tribal Government):
Entity Name:
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Website URL (if applicable):
Note: Once an entity requests listing on the Interested Parties List, there
will be no opportunity to remove the name from the list.
9.3

SIR Submission Portal and Questions, Concerns, and Clarifications

A State, local or tribal government must request Portal access to declare its intent to be a
Lead Applicant. The Lead Applicant’s SIR proposal must be submitted electronically
through the Portal.
9.3.1

Request for Portal Access - The Lead Applicant must submit a request for access
to the FAA/UAS Integration Program Portal to the Contracting Officer (CO) via
email by the designated due date on Table 1: Schedule.
Email: 9-AWA-UASIPP@faa.gov
The email subject should read:
“Declaration of Lead Applicant – (insert Lead Applicant Name)”
To declare your intent, copy and paste the text exactly as it appears below (then
complete the information and send your completed email to FAA):
Note: A valid unique entity identifier (CAGE code or DUNS number) must be
included with the email of intent from the Lead Applicant.
____________________________________________________________
Please establish an FAA/UAS Program Portal Account for:
Name of Lead Applicant (Entity Name):
Entity Type (State, Local, or Tribal government):
CAGE code or DUNS number:
State of Entity (two letter state abbreviation only):
Email Address for All Integration Pilot Program Communications:
Point of Contact First Name:
Point of Contact Last Name:
Point of Contact Phone Number:
_______________________________________________________
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Note: The Lead Applicant Name established for the Portal may not be changed at
any time during this solicitation. The Lead Applicant must be a State, local or
tribal government. The FAA will only accept one Point of Contact for this
solicitation. All communications from the Lead Applicant must be through this
appointed individual. The FAA will accept only one email address per Lead
Applicant. Access instructions to the FAA/UAS Program Portal will be provided
by the FAA via an automatically generated email from KSNSUPPORT@faa.gov
to the Lead Applicant by the designated due date on Table 1: Schedule.
Note: The FAA will confirm receipt of the Lead Applicant’s request to establish
an FAA/UAS Program Portal Account.
9.3.2

If a Lead Applicant does not receive access instructions to the FAA/UAS Program
Portal by the designated date shown in Table 1: Schedule, the Lead Applicant
must notify the CO via email at:
Email: 9-AWA-UASIPP@faa.gov
The email subject should read:
“Portal Account Instructions Not Received – (Lead Applicant Name)”
The body of the email should read as follows:
“This is to notify the FAA that access instructions to the FAA/UAS
Program Portal have not been received.
Entity Name:
Contact Name:
Email:
Phone Number:”
The Lead Applicant should attach evidence of the original email including time
stamp.

9.3.3

The Lead Applicant is responsible for developing a working knowledge of the
FAA/UAS Program Portal prior to submission of any Volumes. This includes all
Forms for Volumes II through VI and the Question Submission Form. A modern
web browser should be used to access the Portal. The Lead Applicant is strongly
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advised to verify its browser configurations and functionality early and often, as
some browsers may have limitations.
9.3.4

The Program Portal Home Page has the Lead Applicant’s Seven Letter Designator
(XXXXXXX) below the “Questions and Concerns” area. This designator is
assigned by the FAA and is unique to the Lead Applicant.

9.3.5

On the Program Portal Home Page on the left side, there is an option for “Site
Help”. Click on this option, and you will be directed to detailed instructions on
the features of and use of the FAA/UAS Program Portal.

9.3.6

If the Lead Applicant is unable to gain access to the FAA/UAS Program Portal
the Lead Applicant must notify the CO via email at:
Email: 9-AWA-UASIPP@faa.gov
The email subject should read:
“Issue with FAA/UAS Program Portal Access – (insert Lead Applicant
Name)”
The body of the email should read as follows:
“This is to notify the FAA of the following issue with respect to the
FAA/UAS Program Portal Access by (insert Lead Applicant Name)
Entity Name:
Contact Name:
Email:
Phone Number:”
The Lead Applicant should include a description of the nature of the issue. In the
event of a FAA/UAS Program Portal outage, the FAA will notify Lead Applicants
via email from either 9-AWA-UASIPP@faa.gov or KSNSUPPORT@faa.gov
with a display name 9-FAA-IT-KSN-Support.

9.3.7

In the event that a Lead Applicant finds one of the features on the FAA/UAS
Program Portal is not functioning or there is an outage about which the FAA has
not advised the Lead Applicants by email, the Lead Applicant must notify the CO
via email at:
Email: 9-AWA-UASIPP@faa.gov
The email subject should read:
“Functionality or outage with FAA/UAS Program Portal – (insert Lead
Applicant Name)”
The email should read as follows:
“This is to notify the FAA that the FAA/UAS Program Portal is not
functioning (specify problem) or is unavailable as of (insert date and
time).
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Entity Name:
Contact Name:
Email:
Phone Number:”
9.3.8

User activity on the Portal is logged for security purposes. If a Lead Applicant can
access or see another entity’s data/files, the Lead Applicant must notify the CO
via email at:
Email: 9-AWA-UASIPP@faa.gov
The email subject should read:
“Unauthorized access to entity on FAA/UAS Program Portal – (insert
Entity Name)”
The email should read as follows:
“This is to notify the FAA that (insert Lead Applicant Name) has a
document(s) on its Portal which is not a document(s) originated by the
Lead Applicant. The document(s) is located in: (provide location of
document on the Program Portal) and the file name is: (provide file name).
In the event that the FAA needs to contact me regarding this email, I can
be reached at the following telephone number: (Provide telephone
number).”
Note: Accessing, viewing and/or opening the data/files of other entities could
result in the Lead Applicant’s proposal being rejected.

9.3.9

All questions from potential Lead Applicants relevant to SIR content must be
submitted through the FAA/UAS Program Portal.

9.3.10 The following CO is the designated point of contact for this SIR:
Contracting Officer (CO)
FAA Headquarters
Attn: Gavin Byrne, AAQ
800 Independence Avenue
Washington, DC
Phone: (844) 359-6982
Email: 9-AWA-UASIPP@faa.gov
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9.3.11 Questions, concerns, and clarifications can only be submitted after completion of
Volume I – Identification of Lead Applicant Form.
9.3.12 All Lead Applicant’s SIR questions, concerns, and clarifications must be
submitted via the FAA/UAS Program Portal Question Submission Form
described in Place, Date, Time, and Format for Submission of Proposals.
9.3.13 With regard to questions, the Lead Applicant’s name will only be seen by the
DOT and FAA. The FAA intends to make all questions, concerns, and
clarifications visible to Lead Applicants (without the author’s identification or any
confidential proprietary information) through the FAA/UAS Program Portal. The
Lead Applicant should not include identifying information in the question. (In the
event that identifying information is in the question, it will be redacted prior to
posting on the FAA/UAS Program Portal or the question may not be answered.)
The FAA strongly discourages a Lead Applicant from submitting questions of a
proprietary nature. The FAA may choose not to answer such questions. However,
if answered, questions and associated answers determined by the FAA to be not
suitable for public dissemination because they contain confidential, proprietary
information submitted by the Lead Applicant that cannot be sufficiently redacted
will be viewable only to the Lead Applicant via its discrete website.
9.3.14 Each question submitted to the FAA is assigned a unique identification number.
On the Lead Applicant’s and the FAA Public Questions and Answers sites, the
numbers will not be sequential because those questions determined to be
proprietary will not be contained on the list.
9.3.15 A question is submitted by clicking on the SUBMIT button. That action will take
the Lead Applicant back to the prior page. The Lead Applicant should not use the
browser arrows to navigate in the FAA/UAS Program Portal.
9.3.16 If a Lead Applicant needs further clarification on a previously submitted question,
the Lead Applicant should refer to that question by its identification number and
submit the desired clarification. The Lead Applicant must review all previous
questions (by others when made publicly available) to ensure that the same
question has not already been addressed.
9.3.17 It is the FAA’s intent to respond to all written inquiries via the FAA/UAS
Program Portal. Answers will be provided prior to the required submission date
for Volume II of the Lead Applicant’s proposal as shown on Table 1: Schedule.
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To assist the FAA in achieving this goal, each Lead Applicant is encouraged to
submit questions as early as possible.
9.3.18 The FAA reserves the right not to answer any question(s) received outside of the
timeframes set out on Table 1: Schedule. Furthermore, the proposal due dates
will not be extended on the basis of questions received.
9.3.19 The Lead Applicant understands that, in the event that a Lead Applicant
withdraws from the selection process or a Volume submission is not made by the
designated due date, access to the FAA/UAS Program Portal may be terminated.
9.4

Place, Date, Time, and Format for Submission of Proposals

9.4.1

Questions, concerns, and clarifications relevant to Volumes II through VI must be
submitted by the designated due date in Table 1: Schedule via the FAA/UAS
Program Portal “My Questions” submission form.

9.4.2

Each question, concern, or clarification must be submitted separately. The Lead
Applicant must submit a question using the “SUBMIT” button before closing the
“My Questions” form, or the question will not be submitted.

9.4.3

Answers to the questions, concerns, and clarifications relevant to Volumes I
through Volume VI will be posted to the FAA/UAS Program Portal “Public
Answers”. Questions and their associated answers determined to be proprietary
will be viewable only to the Lead Applicant via its discrete website. Answers will
be posted by the designated due date in Table 1: Schedule.

9.4.4

All Lead Applicants must submit all Volumes through the Portal using the Forms
provided.

9.4.5

Proposals must be submitted in accordance with the schedule established in Table
1: Schedule.

9.4.6

Evaluation of a Lead Applicant’s proposal will begin after final submission by the
Lead Applicant of Volumes I-VI.

9.4.7

Prior to 2:00PM ET on the submission dates listed in Table 1: Schedule, Lead
Applicants are permitted to edit submissions on the Forms on their discrete Portal;
however, at 2:00PM ET on the submission dates, all Lead Applicant Forms for
the appropriate Volume(s) will be locked down and become “read only” files.

9.4.8

The FAA will not accept any submission made by email, facsimile, telex,
telegraph, or similar devices; nor will paper copies be accepted.

9.4.9

The Lead Applicant must submit all required responses to this SIR on the
FAA/UAS Program Portal and complete the designated Forms. Electronic
submissions via the FAA/UAS Program Portal will be the only means by which
proposals will be accepted by the FAA.

9.4.10 If the CO or his/her designated representative(s) does not receive a proposal (via
the Portal) by the specified date and time, it may not be evaluated. Lead
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Applicants assume full responsibility for ensuring that proposals are submitted no
later than the date and time specified in Table 1: Schedule.
9.4.11 Proposals must be complete and conform to the instructions in this SIR;
incomplete proposals or those which deviate from the instructions may result in
the exclusion of the proposal from further consideration. The FAA reserves the
right to waive any requirements, minor irregularities, and/or discrepancies if it
would be in the best interest of the Government to do so. General statements that
the Lead Applicant understands the requirements of the work to be performed, or
simple rephrasing or restating of the FAA’s requirements, will not be considered
adequate and will result in lower assessments or may be cause for rejection of the
proposal in its entirety.
9.4.12 All proposals will be initially screened for completeness, accuracy, and
timeliness. Alternate proposals are not authorized, and the FAA will not evaluate
any alternate proposal received.
9.4.13 It is the Lead Applicant’s responsibility to ensure the completeness of the
proposal. The evaluation of proposals will solely be conducted on the basis of the
information contained in the written proposal. The Government will not assume
that a Lead Applicant possesses any capabilities not specified in the written
proposal.
9.4.14 It is the Lead Applicant’s responsibility to ensure that required information is
provided within the relevant Volumes as the Government requested. The
Government will not be responsible for looking elsewhere within the proposal for
information required as part of a particular Volume.
9.4.15 For Volumes III, VI, V, and VI submissions, the Portal allows a page count per
Table 2: Submission Criteria. The forms on the Portal are set up to use the Arial
font at 11 point for the written proposals. Do not alter the font or font size. The
FAA equates one page to mean 3,400 characters. Line spacing is single with no
additional spacing before or after each paragraph. If additional pages are
submitted (beyond the allowable page count) they will not be evaluated.
9.4.16 The MOA must be signed by an official who is legally authorized to negotiate on
behalf of the Lead Applicant and who is legally authorized to enter into an
Agreement.
9.4.17 Acronyms should be defined in each of the submitted Volume proposals.
9.4.18 The FAA acronym list is provided in Section 22 ATTACHMENT B: SIR
ACRONYMS.
9.4.19 Failure to comply with the requirements may result in the Lead Applicant’s
proposal being rejected.
9.4.20 The Lead Applicant’s proposal must comply with Table 2: Submission Criteria.
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Volume

Table 2: Submission Criteria

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

Description

Method of Submission

Page Count1

SIR
Section

Evaluator Rating

Identification of
Lead Applicant

Volume I Form is a link on the
FAA/UAS Program Portal and
is submitted on the FAA/UAS
Program Portal

Page count is not
applicable - Use Form
on the Portal

10.1

Go / No-Go
Go / No-Go
Go / No-Go
Go / No-Go
Go / No-Go
Go / No-Go
Go / No-Go
Go / No-Go
Go / No-Go
Go / No-Go

Overview of
Lead Applicant
Solicitation
Concept

Volume II Form is a link on the
FAA/UAS Program Portal and
is submitted on the FAA/UAS
Program Portal

Page count is not
applicable - Use Form
on the Portal

10.2.1
10.2.1.1
10.2.1.2
10.2.1.3
10.2.1.4
10.2.1.5
10.2.1.6
10.2.1.7
10.2.1.8

Airspace and
Concept of
Operations

Volume III Form is a link on
the FAA/UAS Program Portal
and is submitted on the
FAA/UAS Program Portal
Note: If the Lead Applicant
selected “none” to:
10.2.1.5 there is no required
response for 10.3.1 and/or
10.2.17 there is no required
response for 10.3.3.

Page count in Volume
III is NTE 3 pages
overall. The allocation
is at the Lead
Applicant’s discretion.

10.3

Page count in this
section of Volume IV
is NTE 0.5 page.

10.4.1

Acceptable / Unacceptable

10.4.2

Acceptable / Unacceptable

10.4.3

Acceptable / Unacceptable

10.4.4

Acceptable / Unacceptable

10.5

Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Not Recommended

10.6

Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Not Recommended

Key
Considerations

Volume IV Form is a link on
the FAA/UAS Program Portal
and is submitted on the
FAA/UAS Program Portal

Page count in this
section of Volume IV
is NTE 0.5 page.
Page count in this
section of Volume IV
is NTE 0.5 page.
Page count in this
section of Volume IV
is NTE 0.5 page.

Team Members:
Rationale and
Past Performance

There are two Volume V
Forms as links on the
FAA/UAS Program Portal: a
Form to list Team Members
and a Form to discuss the
rationale for the Team Member
selection and Past Performance
of the Lead Applicant and the
Team Members. Both Forms
are submitted on the FAA/UAS
Program Portal

Page count in this
section of Volume V is
NTE 2.0 pages for the
discussion of rationale
for the Team Member
selection and Past
Performance of the
Lead Applicant and the
Team Members.

Infrastructure

Volume VI Form is a link on
the FAA/UAS Program Portal
and is submitted on the
FAA/UAS Program Portal

Page count in this
section of Volume VI is
NTE 0.5 page.

Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Not Recommended

Note: Relative Ranking of Importance by Volume: Volume III; Volume IV; Volume V and VI. See Table 6: Volume II – Go Evaluation Criteria.
1

3,400 characters constitute a page: Arial font at 11 point; line spacing = single with no additional spacing before or after each paragraph.
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Volume

Table 3: Evaluator Ratings

Description

Evaluator Rating

I

Identification of Lead
Applicant

Go / No-Go

II

Overview of Lead Applicant
Solicitation Concept

Go / No-Go

III

Airspace and Concept of
Operations

Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Not Recommended

IV

Key Considerations

Acceptable / Unacceptable

V

VI

9.5

Team Members and Past
Performance

Infrastructure

Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Not Recommended

Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Not Recommended

TET Roll Up Structure

Go
No-Go (Applicant Ineligible for
Award)
Go
No- Go (Applicant Ineligible for
Award)
Evaluator Ratings:
Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Not Recommended
Acceptable
Unacceptable
Evaluator Ratings:
Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Not Recommended
Evaluator Ratings:
Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Not Recommended

Communications

The DOT/FAA may enter into Communications with one or more Lead Applicants
regarding their submission(s) without entering into Communications with all Lead
Applicants. The scope of these Communications may explore, but are not limited to,
various topics, options, issues, and/or opportunities that result from this SIR, and are in
the best interest of the FAA UAS Pilot Program Selection process.
10 APPLICANT PROPOSAL SUBMISSIONS
10.1 Volume I – Identification of Lead Applicant
10.1.1 Lead Applicants must complete the Volume I - Identification of Lead Applicant
Form in its entirety on the FAA/UAS Program Portal.
10.1.1.1 Access to the FAA/UAS Program Portal will be provided by the FAA via an
automatically generated email from KSNSUPPORT@faa.gov with a display
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name 9-FAA-IT-KSN-Support to the Lead Applicant by the designated due
date. The Lead Applicant must access this site using the temporary password
and credentialing provided in the FAA KSNSUPPORT@faa.gov email. The
Lead Applicant can then gain access to its unique website. The first time the
Lead Applicant goes to the Portal, the Volume I - Identification of Lead
Applicant Form will appear. The Lead Applicant must fully complete and
SUBMIT Volume I at this time. After submission of Volume I the Lead
Applicant will have access to all Portal features and be able to submit questions,
concerns or clarifications.
10.1.1.2 Federal Agencies may not act as the Lead Applicant.
10.1.1.3 The Lead Applicant must be a government of a state of the United States or a
local or tribal government of a jurisdiction therein.
10.1.1.4 The Lead Applicant must complete all information and SUBMIT the form
on the first visit to the Portal. IMPORTANT - Volume I information cannot be
modified at a later time. Lead Applicants must complete the Volume I Identification of Lead Applicant Form in its entirety and SUBMIT it.
10.1.1.5 Volume I MOA Attestation – The Lead Applicant must attest to its ability to
fully execute the MOA within five (5) days of notification of the FAA’s intent to
enter into an Agreement.
10.1.1.6 The Lead Applicant must submit the Form using the SUBMIT button on the
bottom right corner of the Form. Clicking on the SUBMIT button will verify
that all information has been properly entered into the required fields. If the
CLOSE button is used before the SUBMIT button, the information on the Form
will not be saved.
10.2 Volume II – Overview of Lead Applicant Solicitation Concept
The Lead Applicant must complete Volume II - Lead Applicant Solicitation
Concept Form in its entirety on the FAA/UAS Program Portal. Volume II is a
Form submission on the Portal that uses checkbox lists. Specific rationale of the
choices selected will be addressed in Volume III.
10.2.1 Volume II Airspace Identification Form - The Lead Applicant must submit at
least one (1) airspace and up to five (5) airspaces in this proposal. Using the
checkbox lists, each airspace will be identified with its planned use, type of
operation(s), supporting technology(s), and industry(s).
Each airspace must be defined using World Geodetic System 84 (WGS-84)
standards and saved in Keyhole Markup Language (KML) format.
Note: Airspace access or limitations will not be approved through this selection
process.
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Note: Although this solicitation limits the submission to five (5) airspaces, the
Lead Participant may be authorized to conduct operations in more than five (5)
airspaces.
10.2.1.1 Airspace shape files must be accurate and complete and must define a closed
polygon shape.
10.2.1.2 Airspace shape files must be within the U.S.
10.2.1.3 Airspace shape files must not overlap existing Special Use Airspace –
restricted/prohibited (14 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) part 73).
10.2.1.4 For each airspace, the Lead Applicant is to select from a checkbox list on the
Airspace Identification Form the altitude requirements for the operations it
intends to research in each airspace from the following list:
0 - < 200’ AGL, 0 - ≤ 400’ AGL, and both.
10.2.1.5 For each airspace, the Lead Applicant is to select from a checkbox list on the
Airspace Identification Form the type of restriction(s) it may require to research
operations in each airspace from the following list:
TFRs, Alerts/NOTAMs, other, and none.
Note: The Lead Applicant can make multiple selections except when choosing
“none.” If “none” is selected for this section; a response in Volume III Section
10.3.1 will not be required.
10.2.1.6 For each airspace, the Lead Applicant is to select from a checkbox list on the
Airspace Identification Form the type of operation(s) it intends to research in
each airspace from the following list:
Advancing Night Operations, Advancing Operations Over Human Beings,
Advancing BVLOS, and other.
Note: The Lead Applicant can make multiple selections.
10.2.1.7 For each airspace, the Lead Applicant is to select from a checkbox list on the
Airspace Identification Form the type of technology(s) it intends to research in
each airspace from the following list:
Identification (ID) & Tracking, Counter-UAS and Other Security-Related
Issues, Cybersecurity, Unmanned Traffic Management, Detect and Avoid,
other, and none.
Note: The Lead Applicant can make multiple selections except when choosing
“none”. If “none” is selected for this section; a response in Volume III Section
10.3.3 will not be required.
10.2.1.8 For each airspace, the Lead Applicant is to select from a checkbox list on the
Airspace Identification Form the type of industry(s) it intends to research in each
airspace from the following list:
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Agricultural, environmental, energy sector, commerce, communications,
governmental applications, fire, law enforcement, public safety, search
and rescue, emergency management, infrastructure inspections,
transportation safety, insurance, land surveillance, media, package
delivery, photography, sensor development, survey, training, UAS
detection, and other.
Note: The Lead Applicant can make multiple selections.
10.3 Volume III – Airspace and Concept of Operations (CONOPS)
The Lead Applicant must complete all elements in Volume III in its entirety on
the FAA/UAS Program Portal. Volume III is a Form submission on the Portal.
Each Lead Applicant must address the exclusions and/or types of planned
operations that will be conducted in each airspace identified in Section 10.2.1
10.3.1 On the designated Form on the FAA/UAS Program Portal for the proposed
airspaces as selected in Section10.2.1, the Lead Applicant must address any
potential prohibitions (exclusions) to airspace operations and explain the extent of
the exclusions in specific airspace areas. The Lead Applicant must also address
the type of restriction and operations that may be requested from the following
list:
TFRs, Alerts/NOTAMs, other, and none.
Note: If “none” was selected in Volume II Section 10.2.1.5, a response in
Volume III Section 10.3.1 will not be required.
10.3.2 On the designated Form on the FAA/UAS Program Portal for the proposed
airspaces as selected in Section 10.2.1, the Applicant must address the proposed
advanced UAS operation(s) that will be conducted from the following list:
 Advancing Night Operations for example, through the
identification and utilization of mitigations to increase UAS
visibility and to detect and avoid other aircraft and obstacles in the
air and on the ground.
 Advancing Operations Over Human Beings for example, by
implementing technical or operational mitigations to safely
conduct Operations Over Human Beings. Identifying and
implementing mitigations to reduce the potential of harm to nonparticipants from impacts, and other strategies to reduce or
eliminate potential to impact people on the ground.
 Advancing BVLOS operations for example, by solving the
following challenges:
a. Detect and Avoid: Identifying scalable solutions that
would include technology to permit the UAS to detect other
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aircraft and objects, assess the threat of collision with
cooperative and uncooperative aircraft, and maneuver to result
in a minimum vertical or horizontal aircraft separation.
b. Command and Control Link: Identify, test, and utilize
highly reliable scalable link(s) that minimize cyber security
threats and maximize ability to control UAS inflight. Testing
should also address redundancies required to maintain
connectivity, and the identification of mitigations that
minimize the impact of link(s) failure on other aircraft and
people on the ground.
c. Navigation: Help identify the necessary level of vertical
and horizontal navigation accuracy, navigation redundancy
required, and implementation of technical scalable solutions.
d. Weather: Evaluate weather information requirements
required to support safe BVLOS operations, e.g., preflight
planning, weather awareness during flight. Mitigate threats
from un-forecasted, unseen weather along route of flight that is
beyond aircraft’s limitation (icing, wind gust, fog, microburst,
etc.). Identify scalable solutions for accessing and using
weather information.
e. Human Factors: Evaluate how operators will monitor and
manipulate data, systems, displays, and procedures required to
safely conduct BVLOS operations.
f. Other: Lead Applicant may identify other BVLOS
challenges that it wants to solve.
 Other
10.3.3 On the designated Form on the FAA/UAS Program Portal for the proposed
airspaces as selected in Section 10.2.11, the Lead Applicant must address the
proposed advanced UAS technology(s) for use in operations from the following
list:
ID & Tracking, Counter-UAS and other security-related issues,
cybersecurity, Unmanned Traffic Management, Detect and Avoid, and
other.
Note: If “none” was selected in Volume II Section 10.2.1.7, a response in Volume
III Section 10.3.3 will not be required.
10.3.4 On the designated Form on the FAA/UAS Program Portal for the proposed
airspaces as selected in Section 10.2.1, the Lead Applicant must address the
proposed industry(s) that may participate in UAS operations from the following
list:
Agricultural, environmental, energy sector, commerce, communications,
governmental applications, fire, law enforcement, public safety, search
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and rescue, emergency management, infrastructure inspections,
transportation safety, insurance, land surveillance, media, package
delivery, photography, sensor development, survey, training, UAS
detection, and other.
10.3.5 Lead Applicants should be advised that economic authority from the DOT’s
Office of the Secretary of Transportation (OST) may be required for some types
of operations. Authority may be required where the project entails the
transportation of property, including parcels, for compensation. In such cases,
UAS operators must be citizens of the United States as defined by 49 U.S.C.
40102(a)(15) to obtain the authority. If the project entails the navigation of
foreign civil aircraft as defined in 14 CFR §375.1, separate economic authority is
required. Lead Applicants or team members are encouraged to contact OST staff
as much in advance as possible with any questions about these authorities.
10.4 Volume IV – Key Considerations
The Lead Applicant must complete Volume IV in its entirety on the FAA/UAS
Program Portal. Volume IV is a Form submission on the Portal.
10.4.1 Community Outreach - On the designated Form, address plans for effective
community outreach. At a minimum, this includes a description of the tools and
venues that are currently available or will be made available to effectively engage
in community outreach (e.g., websites, public meetings, media releases). The
Lead Applicant must provide a strategy to garner feedback from the public on the
pros and cons of the proposed operations (including economic benefits, noise,
nuisance, effects on underserved populations). To address public comments and
concerns, the Lead Applicant must have a system in place to collect and analyze
public comments. The Lead Applicant is expected to share this data and a
description of mitigation measures to address concerns raised with the FAA.
10.4.2 Economic - On the designated Form, describe the breadth of mission 3 types
expected to be conducted under the pilot program. The discussion must specify
whether such UAS operations are to occur primarily within rural and/or urban
environments and indicate the size of the private and public sector entities

3

Participants in the UAS Integration Pilot Program should define a UAS Mission as a discrete activity with
an economic objective (e.g., inspection of large bridge). These discrete activities may involve a series of
UAS flights, or involve at least one launch and landing of a UAS vehicle to perform a task over a specified
amount of time.
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engaged in each UAS mission 4. Size should be based on number of employees
affiliated with each private/public sector participant.
10.4.3 Capital Needs - On the designated Form, address the required infrastructure assets
and investments that will enable UAS integration, including fixed assets and
related maintenance costs, and present different investment scenarios.
Additionally, address how the infrastructure will be financed. For example, will
public revenue be used to fund these investments or will some funding
mechanism be developed to collect the necessary revenue from UAS operators?
10.4.4 Privacy - On the designated Form, address privacy policies that will govern all
operations proposed in Volume III. For guidance on model privacy standards,
please reference the DOT’s UAS Privacy Policy; and the National
Telecommunications and Information Administration’s Voluntary Best Practices
for UAS Privacy, Transparency, and Accountability developed pursuant to the
February 15, 2015 Presidential Memorandum on promoting Economic
Competitiveness While Safeguarding Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties in
Domestic Use of Unmanned Aircraft Systems.
10.5 Volume V – Team Members: Rationale and Past Performance
10.5.1 The Lead Applicant must complete all elements in Volume V on team members
in its entirety on the FAA/UAS Program Portal. Team members include all
entities and individuals with whom the Lead Applicant intends to partner with in
the Program.
10.5.2 A Federal Agency may not act as a Team Member.
10.5.3 On the designated Form, the Lead Applicant must list each team member and
provide the team member’s location for the planned activities relative to the
Program. On this Form the Lead Applicant must attest that an executed agreement
exists between the Lead Applicant and the team member.
10.5.4 On the designated Form, the Lead Applicant must address the rationale for the
teaming and address the UAS experience of the Lead Applicant and team
members relative to:
Quantity of operations conducted
BVLOS
EVLOS
Operations Over Human Beings
Package Delivery
Operations at Altitudes < 200’AGL
4

The distinction between rural vs. urban is based on the U.S. Census Bureau definition. The U.S. Census
Bureau identifies two types of urban areas: Urbanized Areas (UAs) of 50,000 or more people and Urban
Clusters (UCs) of at least 2,500 and less than 50,000 people. For the purpose of the pilot program both
shall be treated as Urban while all other populations, housing, and territory shall be treated as Rural. This
distinction is for economic evaluation purposes only and not for safety assessment of UAS operations.
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Operations at Altitudes >200’ to ≤400’AGL
UAS <55 lbs. including any payload
UAS >55 lbs. including any payload
Nighttime Operations
Part 107 Operations
Section 333 Exemptions
COAs
Public Aircraft Operations
FCC Licensing
Safety Management System processes and safety experience
10.5.5 The Lead Applicant should include advanced UAS technology(s) and industry(s)
if applicable.
10.6 Volume VI – Infrastructure
The Lead Applicant must complete all elements in Volume VI in its entirety on the
FAA/UAS Program Portal. On the designated Form on the Portal the Lead
Applicant must address infrastructure that will support the planned activities and
operations. As appropriate, the discussion should include the following areas:
10.6.1 Physical and cyber security - Address the physical and cyber security measures
that the Lead Applicant is intending to employ during the Program.
10.6.2 Communication Networks - Address the type(s) of communication networks that
will be used to conduct operations. For example, cellular networks, terrestrial
point-to-point, satellite, etc.
10.6.3 Spectrum - Address if spectrum, e.g., industrial, scientific, and medical bands;
and/or other radio frequency(s), approval by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) will be required to conduct planned flight operations. The
Lead Applicant must address how its proposal will use radio spectrum securely,
and in accordance with applicable regulations.
10.6.4 Other - Address other infrastructure that the Lead Applicant deems relevant to its
intended flight operations.
11 PILOT PROGRAM SELECTION & APPLICANT PROPOSAL
EVALUATION
11.1 Pilot Program Selection
The technical evaluation will be conducted in accordance with Section 11 PILOT
PROGRAM SELECTION & APPLICANT PROPOSAL EVALUATION of this SIR.
A Technical Evaluation Team (TET) Lead will manage the evaluation with the CO. Lead
Applicant submissions will be assessed by Volume Evaluators and a Volume Lead in
accordance with SIR Section 11.2.2. Lead Applicants with Volume I and Volume II
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evaluations of “Go” will either be recommended for award or held for possible future
evaluation.
A Pilot Program Selection Control and Calibration Team (PPSCCT) will be formed for
this selection process. The membership of the PPSCCT consists of executives throughout
the agency and Department of Transportation (DOT). The PPSCCT will make award
recommendations to the Pilot Program Senior Review Team (PPSRT). The CO serves as
the business advisor to the PPSRT.
The PPSRT, using sound business judgment, will review the recommendations,
consulting the PPSCCT when necessary if additional information or analysis is required.
The PPSRT may also seek the advice, expertise, and counsel of other entities to assist in
its deliberations. The PPSRT is expected to exercise independent judgment regarding the
PPSCCT recommendations and may make recommendations different that those
presented to the PPSRT. These recommendations will be coordinated with the Secretaries
of Defense and Homeland Security and the Attorney General to ensure risks to public
safety and homeland and national security are or will be mitigated when selecting
proposals and implementing the Program; and to monitor compliance with relevant laws
and regulations to ensure that Program activities do not interfere with national defense,
homeland security, and law enforcement operations and missions.
The PPSRT will prepare final recommendations for the Secretary. The Secretary may
also seek the advice, expertise, and counsel of other entities to assist in her deliberations.
The Secretary is expected to exercise independent judgment regarding the PPSRT
recommendations and may make selections different from the recommendations
presented to her. After due consideration of the PPSRT recommendations, all underlying
analysis and reports, and feedback provided by the Secretaries of Defense and Homeland
Security and the Attorney General, the Secretary will select the Pilot Program awardees.
11.2 General Award Information
11.2.1 MOA awards will be issued to Lead Applicants determined by the Secretary to
best meet the Presidential Memorandum selection criteria which are in the SIR
and reflected in the evaluation of SIR Volumes I through VI. To the extent
possible, the DOT/FAA will ensure that the initial awardees collectively meet the
Program diversity requirements.
Program diversity requirements include:
•
•
•

Economic, geographic, and climatic diversity of the selected
jurisdictions in the Program as a whole
Diversity of the proposed models of involvement by State, local, and
tribal governments in the Program as a whole
Diversity of the UAS operations to be conducted in the Program as a
whole
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Each Lead Participant does not need to meet all the diversity requirements, but the
evaluation process will ensure that the recommended awards collectively satisfy
the diversity requirements to the greatest extent possible.
11.2.2 Rolling Evaluation and Selection:
Complete and timely applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis and proposal
Volumes will be evaluated in the sequence discussed below.
11.2.2.1 Volume I - Identification of Lead Applicant and Volume II - Overview of Lead
Applicant Solicitation Concept will be evaluated to determine whether the Lead
Applicant meets the criteria based on compliance with the SIR instructions.
•

Only Lead Applicants that are determined to be fully compliant with all
of the SIR instructions for Volumes I and II will receive a “Go”
determination and proceed for the concurrent evaluations of Volumes III
and IV. All other Lead Applicants will receive a “No-Go” determination
and will not have their remaining proposal Volumes evaluated or
considered for selection

11.2.2.2 Volume III - Airspace and Concept of Operations and Volume IV - Key
Considerations
These two Volumes will be evaluated concurrently. Lead Applicants must be
rated as “Excellent” for Volume III and “Acceptable” for Volume IV to proceed
for evaluation of the remaining Volumes. Proposals receiving a rating lower
than “Excellent” for Volume III or “Unacceptable” for Volume IV may be
ineligible for further evaluation.
11.2.2.3 Volume V – Team Members: Rationale and Past Performance
Lead Applicants must be rated as “Excellent” for Volume V to proceed for
evaluation of Volume VI. Proposals receiving a rating lower than “Excellent”
for Volume V may be ineligible for further evaluation.
11.2.2.4 Volume VI – Infrastructure
Lead Applicants must be rated as “Excellent” for Volume VI and will be
considered for recommendation for award. Proposals receiving a rating lower
than “Excellent” for Volume VI may be ineligible for further evaluation.
11.2.3 If, during this process, the Government does not make at least five (5) awards, the
evaluation process will continue with the evaluation of proposals that were
previously held for potential future evaluation. The Government reserves the
option to reopen the proposal process at its discretion.
11.2.4 At any time during the submission and evaluation process the FAA may select a
Lead Applicant to become a Lead Participant in this Program. The FAA reserves
the right to select awardees without reviewing all Lead Applicant proposals.
Those Lead Applicant proposals that have not been reviewed will be held for
potential future evaluation. At any time during the process, the FAA may enter
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into communications with one or more Lead Applicants per Section 9.5
Communications.
11.3 Volume I Lead Applicant Proposal Evaluation
11.3.1 Evaluator Rating - The required submission in Volume I will be evaluated in
accordance with “Go” or “No-Go” as defined in Table 4: Volume I and II –
Evaluator Ratings. The “Go” evaluation criteria are further defined in Table 5:
Volume I – Go Evaluation Criteria.
Table 4: Volume I and II – Evaluator Ratings
Evaluation
Assessment
Volume I and II
Go
No Go

Evaluation Definition
Lead Applicant’s response is acceptable.
Lead Applicant’s response is not
acceptable and deemed ineligible for
award.

Table 5: Volume I – Go Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation Assessment
Volume I

Go – Individual Application

Go – Program objectives can
be met by Lead Applicant
pool

Evaluation Definition
The Lead Applicant’s completed Identification of Lead Applicant
Form in its entirety on the FAA/UAS Program Portal, and
The Lead Applicant is not a Federal Agency, and
The Lead Applicant is a United States based state/local/tribal
government and located in the United States of America, and
The Lead Applicant completed the MOA Attestation Form
attesting to its ability to fully execute the MOA within five (5)
days of notification of the FAA’s intent to enter into an agreement.
An overall evaluation of the Volume I submissions will be made
to determine if there are a sufficient number of Lead Applicants
responding to the SIR to achieve the Program objectives.

If the Lead Applicant’s response is rated No-Go (not acceptable) and the Lead
Applicant is deemed ineligible for award, no other portions of the Lead
Applicant’s submission will be evaluated and the Lead Applicant will be notified
of ineligibility.
11.3.2 Volume I - Identification of Lead Applicant Evaluation
11.3.2.1 An overall evaluation of the Volume I submissions will be made to determine if
there are a sufficient number of Lead Applicants responding to the SIR in order
to meet the objectives of the Program.
11.3.2.2 As required by the Presidential Memorandum, the FAA will evaluate the
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Program climatic and geographic diversity using FAA Geographical Information
System (GIS) tools and other resources.
11.3.2.3 Responses to Volume I will assist the TET Lead in the determination of the
number of necessary evaluators. Based upon the number of responses, the
technical evaluation may be broken into separate evaluation groups predicated
on assigned attributes.
11.4 Volume II Lead Applicant Proposal Evaluation
11.4.1 Evaluator Rating - The required submission in Volume II will be evaluated in
accordance with “Go” - Lead Applicant’s response is acceptable or “No-Go” as
defined in Table 4: Volume I and II – Evaluator Rating. The “Go” evaluation
criteria are further defined in Table 6: Volume II – Go Evaluation Criteria.
Table 6: Volume II – Go Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation Assessment
Volume II

Go – Individual Application

Go – Program objectives can
be met by Lead Applicant
pool

Evaluation Definition
Lead Applicant identified between one (1) and five (5) airspace(s) in this proposal,
and
Each submitted airspace was defined using World Geodetic System 84 (WGS-84)
standards and saved in Keyhole Markup Language (KML) format, and
Each submitted airspaces shape file was accurate and complete and defined a
closed polygon shape, and
Each submitted airspace shape file included flight levels (FL) (i.e. altitude floor
and ceiling in feet above ground level (AGL)), and
Each submitted airspace shape file must be within the U.S., and
Each submitted airspace shape file did not overlay nor overlap existing Special
Use Airspace – restricted/prohibited (14 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) part
73), and
For each airspace the Lead Applicant selected (one or more) from a checkbox list
on the Airspace Identification Form: TFRs, Alerts/NOTAMs, other and none; and
For each airspace the Lead Applicant selected (one or more) from a checkbox list
on the Airspace Identification Form: Advancing Night Operations, Advancing
Operations Over Human Being, Advancing BVLOS, and other; and
For each airspace the Lead Applicant selected from a checkbox list on the
Airspace Identification Form: ID & Tracking, Counter-UAS and other security
related issues, cybersecurity, Unmanned Traffic Management, Detect and Avoid,
and other; and
For each airspace the Lead Applicant selected from a checkbox list on the
Airspace Identification Form: agricultural, environmental, energy sector,
commerce, communications, governmental applications, fire, law enforcement,
public safety, search and rescue, emergency management, infrastructure
inspections, transportation safety, insurance, land surveillance, media, package
delivery, photography, sensor development, survey, training, UAS detection, and
other.
An overall evaluation of the Volume II submissions will be made to determine if
there are a sufficient number of Lead Applicants responding to the SIR to achieve
the Program objectives.
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If the Lead Applicant’s response is rated No-Go (not acceptable) and the Lead
Applicant is deemed ineligible for award, no other portions of the Lead
Applicant’s submission will be evaluated and the Lead Applicant will be notified
of ineligibility.
11.4.2 Volume II - Overview of Lead Applicant Solicitation Concept Evaluation
11.4.2.1 The Volume II submission will be assessed to ensure that all required
information was provided and assigned a Go or No-Go assessment.
11.4.2.2 As required by the Presidential Memorandum, the FAA will review the Volume
II submissions relative to economic, climatic, and geographic diversity. The
FAA may use this information to ensure program objectives can by met by the
Lead Applicant pool and guide the next stages of the evaluation process.
11.5 Volume III Lead Applicant Proposal Evaluation
For the award decisions, the relative importance of the rated Volumes III, V, and VI is as
follows:
Table 7: Volume III, V and VI Ranking
Volume
Volume III
Volume V

Volume VI

Ranking
Most important overall submission in the proposal
Significant importance:
- less important than Volume III
- considerably more important than Volume VI
Least importance:
- considerably less important than Volumes III and V

11.5.1 Evaluator Rating – The evaluations of Volumes III, V and VI, will assess
strengths and weaknesses associated in the Volume submissions. This part of the
evaluation will result in an adjectival rating for each Volume, as defined below in
Table 8: Volume III, V and VI – Evaluator Ratings.
Table 8: Volume III, V and VI – Evaluator Ratings
Evaluation
Rating
Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Not
Recommended

Evaluation Description
The combined impact of the strengths of the response far outweighs the combined impact of
any identified weaknesses.
The combined impact of the strengths of the response outweighs the combined impact of the
weaknesses.
The combined impact of the strengths of the response is equal to or slightly outweighs the
combined impact of the weaknesses.
The combined impact of the weaknesses of the response outweighs the combined impact of
the strengths.
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11.5.1.1 For the purpose of this evaluation criteria, the following definitions apply:
Strength is a feature, element, or process contained in a Lead Applicant's proposal that
increases the likelihood of meeting program goals and requirements. Included among the
characteristics of a strength are:
(a) an especially thoughtful, innovative, scalable, or unique solution or approach to a
technical, management, or operational problem or requirement;
(b) an exceptional device, approach, or process which saves time and/or material,
reduces risk etc.; and/or
(c) a thorough and highly detailed knowledge or understanding of the requirement.
Weakness is an element in the Lead Applicant's proposal or obtained from any other
appropriate evaluation source such as the communications with the Lead Applicant in
Section 9.5 that decreases the likelihood of meeting program goals or requirements.
Included among the characteristics of a weakness are proposals that:
(a) lack sufficient information to allow the reviewer to conduct a total assessment or
evaluation;
(b) do not satisfy or address the FAA requirement; or
(c) creates uncertainty as to a Lead Applicant's
(i) understanding and/or comprehension of the work;
(ii) capability to successfully perform the work;
(iii) capability to effectively approach and/or manage the work effort; and/or
(iv) probability of successful work performance based upon any aspect of a
Lead Applicant's proposal response or any other appropriate source.
11.5.2 Volume III – Airspace and Concept of Operations Evaluation – The Volume III
factors below will not be rated separately, but the factors may be used to organize
strengths and weaknesses.
In evaluating Volume III the FAA will consider the extent to which the Lead
Applicant’s proposal encourages the development and testing of new and
innovative UAS concepts of operations in a safe manner.
11.5.2.1 With respect to any potential prohibitions (exclusions) to airspace operations,
the evaluation team will review the exclusions described relative to time, place,
and manner. Proposals will be evaluated based on the extent and complexity of
proposed time, place, and manner of exclusions. Proposals with modest
exclusions will be favored over those with more complex exclusionary
frameworks.
11.5.2.2 With respect to the proposed advanced UAS operations, the evaluation team will
review the operations and environments proposed. Proposals will be evaluated
based on the extent to which they provide aggressive integration objectives with
clear explanations of the technology enablers and associated performance
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requirements. Proposals that do so will be favored. Proposals will also be
evaluated based on the extent to which they will enable broad integration and
operations by the most diverse set of UAS operators. Those that do so will be
favored over proposals that only enable operations by the Lead Applicant and its
team members.
11.5.2.3 With respect to the proposed advanced UAS technology(s), the evaluation team
will examine this section for proposals that include provisions for these
functions. Proposals will be evaluated based on the extent to which they include
approaches available to all users and utilizing industry standards (or evolving
standards).
11.5.2.4 With respect to industry(s), the proposed operations will be considered within
the context of the proposed operating areas (ground and air). For example,
insurance operations may take place in populated areas as well as remote areas;
uncontrolled airspace and controlled airspace, etc. Proposals that address the
greatest diversity of operations will be favored. Notwithstanding, proposals that
address a diverse set of operations in an equally diverse set of operating
environments will be evaluated to determine if the proposal provides sufficient
information to substantiate the efficacy of the operations.
11.6 Volume IV Lead Applicant Proposal Evaluation
11.6.1 Evaluator Rating – The required submission in Volume IV will be evaluated in
accordance with the rating defined in Table 9: Volume IV – Evaluator Ratings.
Table 9: Volume IV – Evaluator Ratings
Evaluation Rating
Acceptable
Unacceptable

Evaluation Description
Lead Applicant’s proposal is acceptable, and is responsive.
Lead Applicant’s proposal is unacceptable, non-responsive, and
deemed ineligible for award.

If a Lead Applicant’s response is assessed “unacceptable”, the Lead Applicant is
deemed ineligible for award and no other portions of the Lead Applicant’s
submission will be evaluated.
11.6.2 Volume IV – Key Considerations Evaluation
11.6.2.1 Community Outreach - The proposal will be evaluated for the
comprehensiveness of the discussion. Those proposals that are deemed
responsive will be rated as “acceptable” in accordance with Table 9: Volume IV
– Evaluator Ratings.
11.6.2.2 Economic – The proposal will be evaluated for the comprehensiveness of the
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discussion. Those proposals that are deemed responsive to the economic
discussion will be rated as “acceptable” in accordance with Table 9: Volume IV
– Evaluator Ratings. The substantive information provided will be used to
ensure the economic diversity of the Lead Participants selected.
11.6.2.3 Capital Needs – The proposal will be evaluated for the comprehensiveness of
the discussion. Those proposals that are deemed responsive to the capital needs’
discussion will be rated as “acceptable” in accordance with Table 9: Volume IV
– Evaluator Ratings.
11.6.2.4 Privacy – The proposal will be evaluated for the comprehensiveness of the
discussion. Those proposals that address privacy policies that will govern
operations and are deemed compliant will be rated as “acceptable” in accordance
with Table 9: Volume IV – Evaluator Ratings.
11.7 Volume V Lead Applicant Proposal Evaluation
11.7.1 Evaluation Rating - The required submission in Volume V - Team Members:
Rationale and Past Performance will be evaluated in accordance with the priority
defined in Table 7: Volume III, V and VI Ranking and the rating defined in Table
8: Volume III, V and VI – Evaluator Ratings.
11.7.2 Volume V – Team Members: Rationale and Past Performance Evaluation
11.7.2.1 The proposed team will be evaluated for the combined capabilities to conduct
the scope of operations described in Volume III.
11.7.2.2 Team experience will be evaluated for relevance to the operations proposed in
Volume III. Team experience should be substantiated by data. Most favored
proposals will describe and link this experience to the capability to successfully
develop and implement the proposed operations.
11.8 Volume VI Lead Applicant Proposal Evaluation
11.8.1 Evaluator Rating – The required submission in Volume VI will be evaluated in
accordance with the priority defined in Table 7: Volume III, V and VI Ranking
and the rating defined in Table 8: Volume III, V and VI – Evaluator Ratings.
11.8.2 Volume VI - Infrastructure Evaluation - The adequacy of the infrastructure
proposed to support the operations in Volume III will be evaluated. This includes
ownership, licenses, or other applicable authority and permissions to use systems,
equipment, spectrum, private and public property, and any other asset, existing or
planned, necessary for the proposed operations. This also includes access to
national, state, local, or tribal systems data services, e.g., weather, air traffic
information, emergency notification systems, etc.
12 PERIOD OF OFFER
Lead Applicant’s proposals must be binding for at least 278 calendar days from the date
of the final submission. Proposals may offer more than 278 days.
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13 EXPENSES RELATED TO APPLICANT SUBMISSIONS
The FAA will not pay for the information solicited, nor reimburse the Lead Applicants
for any costs incurred in the preparation or submission of any response to this SIR or in
making necessary studies or designs for the preparation thereof.
14 COMMUNICATIONS WITH APPLICANTS
The FAA expects to have communications with potential Lead Applicants throughout the
selection process. These communications will be conducted in accordance with AMS
Section 3.2.2.3.1.2.2, Communications with Applicants.
15 NOTIFICATION OF SELECTION AND DEBRIEFING OF LEAD
APPLICANTS
Written notice of selection will be provided to all Lead Applicants as Lead Participants
are selected. Within three (3) business days following execution of the fifth (5th) MOA
Lead Applicants will be notified of their application status, unsuccessful or deferred.
Lead Applicants may request a debriefing by providing a written request within three (3)
business days after receiving the notice of the MOA award(s) via email to the CO at:
Email: 9-AWA-UASIPP@faa.gov
The email subject should read:
“Request for Debriefing– (insert Entity Name)
The email should read as follows:
“In accordance with Section 15 NOTIFICATION OF SELECTION AND
DEBRIEFING OF LEAD APPLICANTS (insert Entity Name) is requesting a
debriefing. Please contact the individual listed below to schedule a mutually
agreeable date.
Entity Name:
Contact Name:
Contact Telephone Number:
Contact Email Address:”
Debriefings will be conducted only after completion of selection activities and award of
the first five (5) MOAs. All Lead Applicants who notify the Contracting Officer at 9AWA-UASIPP@faa.gov within three (3) business days of receipt of the award
notification are entitled to a debriefing. The FAA will make every effort to provide a
debriefing at the earliest possible date convenient for both parties.
16 DISPOSITION OF PROPOSALS
Proposals from unsuccessful Lead Applicants will not be returned. The original proposals
will be retained in the official SIR Portal.
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17 NON-GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL PARTICIPATION
(a) Lead Applicants are advised that employees of firms identified in paragraph (b)
will serve as support and technical advisors in the selection process. All nonGovernment employees are required to sign non-disclosure of information
agreements. The exclusive responsibility for selection remains with the DOT.
Any objection to disclosure of information to these non-Government employees
must be provided in writing no later than 14 calendar days after the SIR release
and must include a detailed statement with the basis of the objection. This
objection must be emailed to the CO at:
Email: 9-AWA-UASIPP@faa.gov
The email subject should read:
“Objection to disclosure of information to non-Government Personnel–
(insert Entity Name)
The email should read as follows:
“In accordance with Section 17 NON-GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL
PARTICIPATION (insert Entity Name) is submitting a statement. The
Lead Applicant should attach detailed statement with the basis of the
objection and the following information:
Entity Name:
Contact Name:
Email:
Phone Number:”
(b) The support service and technical advisors include: the MITRE Corporation’s
Center for Advanced Aviation System Development (CAASD) the FAA’s
Federally Funded Research and Development Center (FFRDC), Science
Applications International Corporation (SAIC), Titania Solutions Group, Inc., and
iBiz. Therefore, said parties will not be eligible to be a Lead Applicant or Team
Member for any of the MOAs that result from this SIR.
18 PRE-AWARD SURVEYS
A pre-award survey is an evaluation of a prospective Lead Applicant’s capability to
perform a proposed MOA and is used as a means for assisting the CO in making a
determination that a Lead Applicant is a responsible prospective awardee. The FAA
reserves the right to conduct a pre-award survey on any Lead Applicant or Team
Member. If a pre-award survey is conducted, it does not mean that a Lead Applicant has
been selected for award.
19 RESPONSIBLE PROSPECTIVE APPLICANT
Notwithstanding the evaluation methodology outlined in this SIR, the CO will determine
whether the Lead Applicant is responsible prior to the award of any resultant MOA. As a
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minimum, to be determined responsible a prospective Lead Applicant must: have
adequate financial resources to perform the MOA, or the ability to obtain those resources;
have a satisfactory record of integrity and business ethics; have a satisfactory
performance record; have the necessary organization, experience, accounting and
operational controls; and/or, be otherwise qualified and eligible to receive an award under
applicable laws and regulations.
20 CERTIFICATION OF REGISTRATION IN THE SYSTEM FOR AWARD
MANAGEMENT (SAM)
In order to be issued an MOA, registration in the System for Award Management (SAM)
is required.
In accordance with SAM requirements, Lead Applicants must include the DUNS or
DUNS + 4 Number on the email “Declaration of Lead Applicant” (see SIR Section
9.3.1).
The following clauses are copied from the FAA Acquisition Management System.
Clause 3.3.1-33 System for Award Management (October 2016)
(a) Definitions. As used in this clause
"Data Universal Numbering System (DUNS) number" means the 9-digit number assigned
by Dun and Bradstreet, Inc. (D&B) to identify unique business entities.
"Data Universal Numbering System +4 (DUNS+4) number" means the DUNS number
assigned by D&B plus a 4-character suffix that may be assigned by a business concern.
(D&B has no affiliation with this 4-character suffix.) This 4-character suffix may be
assigned at the discretion of the business concern to establish additional SAM records for
identifying alternative Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) accounts for the same parent
concern.
"Registered in the SAM database" means that the Lead Applicant has entered all
mandatory information, including the DUNS number or the DUNS+4 number, into the
SAM database.
"System for Award Management (SAM) Database" means the primary Government
repository for Lead Applicant information required for the conduct of business with the
Government.
(b)(1) By submission of an offer, the Lead Applicant acknowledges the requirement that
a prospective awardee shall be registered in the SAM database prior to award, during
performance, and through final payment of any contract, basic agreement, basic ordering
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agreement, or blanket purchasing agreement resulting from this solicitation.
(2) The Lead Applicant shall enter, in Representations, Certifications and Other
Statements of Offerors Section of the solicitation, the DUNS or DUNS +4 number that
identifies the Lead Applicant's name and address exactly as stated in the offer. The
DUNS number will be used by the Contracting Officer to verify that the Lead Applicant
is registered in the SAM database.
(c) If the Lead Applicant does not have a DUNS number, it should contact Dun and
Bradstreet directly to obtain one.
(1) An Lead Applicant may obtain a DUNS number
(i) If located within the United States, by calling Dun and Bradstreet at 1-866-705-5711
or via the Internet at http://fedgov.dnb.com/webform; or
(ii) If located outside the United States, by contacting the local Dun and Bradstreet office.
(2) The Lead Applicant should be prepared to provide the following information:
(i) Company legal business.
(ii) Tradestyle, doing business, or other name by which your entity is commonly
recognized.
(iii) Company Physical Street Address, City, State, and ZIP Code.
(iv) Company Mailing Address, City, State and ZIP Code (if different from physical
street address).
(v) Company Telephone Number.
(vi) Date the company was started.
(vii) Number of employees at your location.
(viii) Chief executive officer/key manager.
(ix) Line of business (industry).
(x) Company Headquarters name and address (reporting relationship within your entity).
(d) If the Lead Applicant does not become registered in the SAM database in the time
prescribed by the Contracting Officer, the Contracting Officer may proceed to award to
the next otherwise successful registered Lead Applicant.
(e) Processing time, which normally takes 48 hours, should be taken into consideration
when registering. Lead Applicants who are not registered should consider applying for
registration immediately upon receipt of this solicitation.
(f) The Lead Applicant is responsible for the accuracy and completeness of the data
within the SAM database, and for any liability resulting from the Government's reliance
on inaccurate or incomplete data. To remain registered in the SAM database after the
initial registration, the Lead Applicant is required to review and update on an annual
basis from the date of initial registration or subsequent updates its information in the
SAM database to ensure it is current, accurate and complete. Updating information in the
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SAM does not alter the terms and conditions of this contract and is not a substitute for a
properly executed contractual document. If registered in SAM as a Service-Disabled
Veteran-Owned Small Business (SDVOSB), by submission of an offer, the Lead
Applicant acknowledges that they are designated as a SDVOSB by the Department of
Veterans Affairs, and this designation appears as such on the Veteran Affairs website,
https://www.vip.vetbiz.gov.
(g)(1)(i) If a Lead Applicant has legally changed its business name, "doing business as"
name, or division name (whichever is shown on the contract), or has transferred the assets
used in performing the contract, but has not completed the necessary requirements
regarding novation and change-of-name agreements in AMS Procurement Guidance, the
Lead Applicant shall provide the responsible Contracting Officer a minimum of one
business day's written notification of its intention to:
(A) change the name in the SAM database;
(B) comply with the requirements of AMS regarding novation and change-of-name
agreements; and
(C) agree in writing to the timeline and procedures specified by the responsible
Contracting Officer. The Lead Applicant must provide the Contracting Officer with the
notification, sufficient documentation to support the legally changed name.
(ii) If the Lead Applicant fails to comply with the requirements of paragraph (g)(1)(i) of
this clause, or fails to perform the agreement at paragraph (g)(1)(i)(C) of this clause, and,
in the absence of a properly executed novation or change-of-name agreement, the SAM
information that shows the Lead Applicant to be other than the Lead Applicant indicated
in the contract will be considered to be incorrect information within the meaning of the
"Suspension of Payment" paragraph of the electronic funds transfer (EFT) clause of this
contract.
(2) The Lead Applicant shall not change the name or address for EFT payments or
manual payments, as appropriate, in the SAM record to reflect an assignee for the
purpose of assignment of claims. Assignees shall be separately registered in the SAM
database. Information provided to the Lead Applicant's SAM record that indicates
payments, including those made by EFT, to an ultimate recipient other than that Lead
Applicant will be considered to be incorrect information within the meaning of the
"Suspension of payment" paragraph of the EFT clause of this contract.
(h) Lead Applicants and Lead Applicants may obtain information on registration and
annual confirmation requirements via the internet at http://www.sam.gov.
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21 ATTACHMENT A: PRESIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM FOR THE
SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
Presidential Memorandum for the Secretary of Transportation
MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
SUBJECT:

Unmanned Aircraft Systems Integration Pilot
Program

By the authority vested in me as President by the
Constitution and the laws of the United States of America,
it is hereby ordered as follows:
Section 1. Policy. It shall be the policy of the
United States to promote the safe operation of unmanned
aircraft systems (UAS) and enable the development of UAS
technologies for use in agriculture, commerce, emergency
management, human transportation, and other sectors.
Compared to manned aircraft, UAS provide novel, low-cost
capabilities for both public and private applications. UAS
present opportunities to enhance the safety of the American
public, increase the efficiency and productivity of
American industry, and create tens of thousands of new
American jobs.
The private sector has rapidly advanced UAS
capabilities to address the needs of recreational,
commercial, and public users. To promote continued
technological innovation and to ensure the global
leadership of the United States in this emerging industry,
the regulatory framework for UAS operations must be
sufficiently flexible to keep pace with the advancement of
UAS technology, while balancing the vital Federal roles in
protecting privacy and civil liberties; mitigating risks to
national security and homeland security; and protecting the
safety of the American public, critical infrastructure, and
the Nation's airspace. Well-coordinated integration of UAS
into the national airspace system (NAS) alongside manned
aircraft will increase the safety of the NAS and enable the
authorization of more complex UAS operations.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has taken
steps to integrate UAS into the NAS at specific test sites
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and has issued operational requirements for small UAS
operations in the NAS. Further integration will require
continued private-sector cooperation and the involvement of
State, local, and tribal governments in Federal efforts to
develop and enforce regulations on UAS operations in their
jurisdictions. Input from State, local, tribal, and
private-sector stakeholders will be necessary to craft an
optimal strategy for the national management of UAS
operations. A coordinated effort between the private
sector and among these governments will provide certainty
and stability to UAS owners and operators, maximize the
benefits of UAS technologies for the public, and mitigate
risks to public safety and security.
Sec. 2. UAS Integration Pilot Program. (a) Within
90 days of the date of this memorandum, the Secretary of
Transportation (Secretary), in consultation with the
Administrator of the FAA (Administrator), shall establish a
UAS Integration Pilot Program (Program) to test the further
integration of UAS into the NAS in a select number of
State, local, and tribal jurisdictions.
(b)

The objectives of the Program shall be to:
(i)
test and evaluate various models of State,
local, and tribal government involvement in the
development and enforcement of Federal
regulations for UAS operations;
(ii)
encourage UAS owners and operators to
develop and safely test new and innovative UAS
concepts of operations; and
(iii) inform the development of future Federal
guidelines and regulatory decisions on UAS
operations nationwide.

Sec. 3. Implementation. (a) To implement the
Program, the Secretary or the Administrator, as
appropriate, shall:
(i)
solicit proposals from State, local, and
tribal governments to test within their
jurisdictions the integration of civil and public
UAS operations into the NAS below 200 feet above
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ground level, or up to 400 feet above ground
level if the Secretary determines that such an
adjustment would be appropriate;
(ii)
select proposals by State, local, and
tribal governments for participation in the
Program according to the criteria listed in
subsection (b) of this section;
(iii) enter into agreements with the selected
governments to establish the terms of their
involvement in UAS operations within their
jurisdictions, including their support for
Federal enforcement responsibilities; describe
the proposed UAS operations to be conducted; and
identify the entities that will conduct such
operations, including, if applicable, the
governments themselves; and
(iv)
as necessary, use existing authorities to
grant exceptions, exemptions, authorizations, and
waivers from FAA regulations to the entities
identified in the agreements described in
subsection (iii) of this section, including
through the issuance of waivers under 14 CFR
Part 107 and Certificates of Waiver or
Authorization under section 333 of the FAA
Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 (FMRA)
(Public Law 112-95).
(b) In selecting proposals for participation in the
Program under subsection (a) of this section, the Secretary
shall consider:
(i)
overall economic, geographic, and
climatic diversity of the selected jurisdictions;
(ii)
overall diversity of the proposed models
of government involvement;
(iii)
overall diversity of the UAS operations
to be conducted;
(iv)

the location of critical infrastructure;
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(v)
the involvement of commercial entities in
the proposal, and their ability to advance
objectives that may serve the public interest as
a result of further integration of UAS into the
NAS;
(vi)
the involvement of affected communities
in, and their support for, participating in the
Program;
(vii)
the commitment of the governments and UAS
operators involved in the proposal to comply with
requirements related to national defense,
homeland security, and public safety, and to
address competition, privacy, and civil liberties
concerns; and
(viii) the commitment of the governments and UAS
operators involved in the proposal to achieve the
following policy objectives:
(A) promoting innovation and economic
development;
(B)

enhancing transportation safety;

(C)

enhancing workplace safety;

(D) improving emergency response and search
and rescue functions; and
(E) using radio spectrum efficiently and
competitively.
(c) Within 180 days of the establishment of the
Program, the Secretary shall enter into agreements with
State, local, or tribal governments to participate in the
Program, with the goal of entering into at least 5 such
agreements by that time.
(d) In carrying out subsection (c) of this section,
the Secretary shall select State, local, or tribal
governments that plan to begin integration of UAS into the
NAS in their jurisdictions within 90 days after the date on
which the agreement is established.
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(e) The Secretary shall consider new proposals for
participation in the Program up to 1 year before the
Program is scheduled to terminate.
(f) The Secretary shall apply best practices from
existing FAA test sites, waivers granted under 14 CFR
Part 107, exemptions granted under section 333 of the FMRA,
the FAA Focus Area Pathfinder Program, and any other
relevant programs in order to expedite the consideration of
exceptions, exemptions, authorizations, and waivers from
FAA regulations to be granted under the Program, as
described in subsection (a)(iv) of this section.
(g) The Secretary shall address any non-compliance
with the terms of exceptions, exemptions, authorizations,
waivers granted, or agreements made with UAS users or
participating jurisdictions in a timely and appropriate
manner, including by revoking or modifying the relevant
terms.
Sec. 4. Coordination. (a) The Administrator, in
coordination with the Administrator of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, shall apply relevant
information collected during the Program and preliminary
findings to inform the development of the UAS Traffic
Management System under section 2208 of the FAA Extension,
Safety, and Security Act of 2016 (Public Law 114-190).
(b) The Secretary, in coordination with the
Secretaries of Defense and Homeland Security and the
Attorney General, shall take necessary and appropriate
steps to:
(i)
mitigate risks to public safety and
homeland and national security when selecting
proposals and implementing the Program; and
(ii)
monitor compliance with relevant laws and
regulations to ensure that Program activities do
not interfere with national defense, homeland
security, or law enforcement operations and
missions.
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(c) The heads of executive departments and agencies
with relevant law enforcement responsibilities (Federal law
enforcement agencies), including the Attorney General and
the Secretary of Homeland Security, shall develop and
implement best practices to enforce the laws and
regulations governing UAS operations conducted under the
Program.
(d) In carrying out the responsibilities set forth in
subsection (c) of this section, the heads of Federal law
enforcement agencies shall coordinate with the Secretaries
of Defense and Transportation, as well as with the relevant
State, local, or tribal law enforcement agencies.
(e) In implementing the Program, the Secretary shall
coordinate with the Secretaries of Defense and Homeland
Security and the Attorney General to test counter-UAS
capabilities, as well as platform and system-wide
cybersecurity, to the extent appropriate and consistent
with law.
Sec. 5. Evaluation and Termination of UAS Integration
Pilot Program. (a) The Program shall terminate 3 years
from the date of this memorandum, unless extended by the
Secretary.
(b) Before and after the termination of the Program,
the Secretary shall use the information and experience
yielded by the Program to inform the development of
regulations, initiatives, and plans to enable safer and
more complex UAS operations, and shall, as appropriate,
share information with the Secretaries of Defense and
Homeland Security, the Attorney General, and the heads of
other executive departments and agencies.
(c) After the date of this memorandum and until the
Program is terminated, the Secretary, in consultation with
the Secretaries of Defense and Homeland Security and the
Attorney General, shall submit an annual report to the
President setting forth the Secretary's interim findings
and conclusions concerning the Program. Not later than
90 days after the Program is terminated, the Secretary
shall submit a final report to the President setting forth
the Secretary's findings and conclusions concerning the
Program.
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Sec. 6. Definitions. As used in this memorandum, the
next stated terms, in singular and plural, are defined as
follows:
(a) The term "unmanned aircraft system" has the
meaning given that term in section 331 of the FMRA.
(b) The term "public unmanned aircraft system" has
the meaning given that term in section 331 of the FMRA.
(c) The term "civil unmanned aircraft system" means
an unmanned aircraft system that meets the qualifications
and conditions required for operation of a civil aircraft,
as defined in 49 U.S.C. 40102.
Sec. 7. General Provisions. (a) Nothing in this
memorandum shall be construed to impair or otherwise
affect:
(i)
the authority granted by law to an
executive department or agency, or the head
thereof;
(ii)
the functions of the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget relating to
budgetary, administrative, or legislative
proposals; or
(iii) the conduct of public aircraft operations,
as defined in 49 U.S.C. 40102(a)(41) and 40125,
by executive departments and agencies, consistent
with applicable Federal law.
(b) This memorandum shall be implemented consistent
with applicable law and subject to the availability of
appropriations.
(c) This memorandum is not intended to, and does not,
create any right or benefit, substantive or procedural,
enforceable at law or in equity by any party against the
United States, its departments, agencies, or entities, its
officers, employees, or agents, or any other person.
(d) The Secretary is authorized and directed to
publish this memorandum in the Federal Register.
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22 ATTACHMENT B: SIR ACRONYMS
AGL
AMS
BVLOS
CAASD
CFR
CO
COA
CONOPS
D&B
DOT
DUNS
EFT
ET
EVLOS
FAA
FCC
FFRDC
FL
FMRA
FRN
GIS
ID
KML
MOA
NAS
NOTAM
NTE
OTA
PPSCCT
PPSRT
SAIC
SAM
SDVOSB
SIR
TET
TFR
UAs
UAS
UCs
WGS-84

Above Ground Level
Acquisition Management System
Beyond Visual Line of Sight
Center for Advanced Aviation System Development
Code of Federal Regulations
Contracting Officer
Certificate of Waiver or Authorization
Concept of Operations
Dunn and Bradstreet
Department of Transportation
Data Universal Numbering System
Electronic Funds Transfer
Eastern Time
Extended Visual Line-of-Sight
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Communications Commission
Federally Funded Research and Development Center
Flight Levels
FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012
Federal Register Notice
Geographical Information System
Identification
Keyhole Markup Language
Memorandum of Agreement
National Airspace System
Notice to Airmen
Not to Exceed
Other Transaction Authority
Pilot Program Selection Control and Calibration Team
Pilot Program Senior Review Team
Science Applications International Corporation
System for Award Management
Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business
Screening Information Request
Technical Evaluation Team
Temporary Flight Restriction
Urban Areas
Unmanned Aircraft Systems
Urban Clusters
World Geodetic System 84
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STAFF REPORT
ACTION ITEM

Item #14
SUBJECT:

Approval of Meeting Minutes

DATE OF MEETING:

January 9, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Diana Hays, Town Clerk/Project Manager

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS:
Attached are the meeting minutes from the December 12, 2017 Town Council Meeting for
review and approval by Town Council.

MOTION(S):
“I move that we approve the minutes of the December 12, 2017 Town Council Meeting and
waive reading.”
OR
“I move that we approve the minutes with the following changes:
_________________________________”

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Minutes – December 12, 2017 Town Council Meeting
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ATTACHMENT 1

MINUTES
PURCELLVILLE TOWN COUNCIL MEETING
DECEMBER 12, 2017, 7:00 PM
TOWN HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS

The regular meeting of the Purcellville Town Council convened at 7:00 PM in Council
Chambers with the following in attendance:
PRESENT:

Kwasi Fraser, Mayor
Nedim Ogelman, Vice Mayor
Chris Bledsoe, Council member
Karen Jimmerson, Council member
Doug McCollum, Council member
Ryan Cool, Council member
Ted Greenly, Council member

ABSENT:

None

STAFF:

Sally Hankins, Town Attorney
Patrick Sullivan, Director of Community Development
Hooper McCann, Director of Administration
Lt. Joe Schroeck, Police Department
Dale Lehnig, Interim Director of Public Works
Sharon Rauch, Human Resources Manager
Diana Hays, Town Clerk/Project Manager

CALL TO ORDER OF REGULAR MEETING:
Mayor Fraser called the regular meeting to order at 7:00 PM. The Pledge of Allegiance followed.
AGENDA AMENDMENTS/APPROVAL:
Council member Cool requested to add an item 11c “Movement of Property from the Bush
Tabernacle During Transition” and requested that item 12g be moved to the first Action Item
since a partner was in attendance to make a statement. Mayor Fraser approved the requests.
Hooper McCann requested to add Action Item 12h. “Approval of the Engagement Letter with
Wilson Elser” since Council took action on December 7 to move forward. Mayor Fraser
approved the request.
PROCLAMATIONS/RECOGNITIONS:
a.

Recognition – Christie Morgan – former member of the Economic
Development Advisory Committee for 8 years

1
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b.
c.

Recognition – Russ Forno – former member of the Parks and Recreation
Advisory Board for 3 years.
Recognition – Holiday Lights Trolley Tours Winners

Mayor Fraser introduced Michael Oaks who presented the awards on behalf of Discover
Purcellville.
d.

Recognition – Christmas Parade Float Winners

Mayor Fraser noted that this was the first Christmas Parade Float Contest and thanked WK
Hearth for their award sponsorship. Vice Mayor Ogelman presented the awards – second place
tie went to Wegmeyer Farms and Girl Scout Troop 6215 and the first place winner Boy Scout
Troop 39. Vice Mayor Ogelman recognized Cub Scout Pack 39 for their participation.
PUBLIC HEARING(S):
a.

OA17-01 Duplex Definition Analysis

Mayor Fraser opened the public hearing at 7:14 PM and stated the purpose as noted in the staff
report. Patrick Sullivan gave the staff presentation and stated that this item is a text amendment
to clarify the definition of a Duplex in the community. Mr. Sullivan added that the Planning
Commission held a public hearing and determined that a Dwelling, Duplex be a structure
arranged or designed to be occupied by no more than two families living independently of each
other, and also include the diagram as part of the ordinance.
There were no written materials submitted and no one signed up to speak. Council had no
comments.
Council member Jimmerson made a motion that the Town Council suspend the rules to allow
action on OA17-01 the same night as the public hearing. The motion was seconded by Council
member Cool.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Jimmerson
Council member Cool
7-0

Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
Jimmerson:
Greenly:
McCollum:
Mayor:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Council member Jimmerson made a motion that for the findings and recommendations set forth
in the staff report dated December 12, 2017, I move that that the Purcellville Town Council
2
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approve Text Amendment OA17-01 specifically Definition B as noted above and recommended
by the Planning Commission. The motion was seconded by Council member Cool.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Jimmerson
Council member Cool
7-0

Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Mayor:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

With no further comments, Mayor Fraser closed the public hearing at 7:20 PM.
PRESENTATION(S):
a.

FY17 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR), Matt McLearen,
CPA, CFE, Robinson, Farmer, Cox Associates

Mr. McLearen presented the results of the FY2017 audit. Council had no comments. A copy of
the presentation is on file in the Clerk’s office.
STANDING COMMITTEE/COMMISSION/BOARD REPORTS:
a.

Planning Commission

Chairman Stinnette stated the commitment to Council was to present the comprehensive plan
on February 27 and that 210 inputs had been made from the previous version and that they are
working on 229 inputs to the current version which include inputs from the October 21 open
house and the extended comment period. Chairman Stinnette noted the open mic inputs from
December 6 would also be included, and that they are waiting on input from the Town Council
and requested those by December 20, and expect at the end to have resolved over 1,000
inputs/comments on December 21. Chairman Stinnette added that all comments would be to
the consultant by December 28 and that they plan to hold the Planning Commission public
hearing on February 1, incorporate comments from the public hearing by February 15 and to
Council by February 27. Chairman Stinnette added that the Planning Commission has been
meeting weekly.

b.

Purcellville Arts Council
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Council member Bledsoe stated the Arts Council has up to twelve projects ongoing. Council
member Bledsoe added the PAC assisted with the painted ornaments around town and that
NBC 4 interviewed people about the project. Council member Bledsoe added that the winter
banners designed by children are hanging downtown and the art is on display in the lobby
hallway in Town Hall as well as nature photographs by Amie Ware. At the end of the month
local artists Kitty Johnson and Ann Stein will be putting up their artwork. Council member
Bledsoe talked about the Christmas in Purcellville events and the lecture series at the Train
Station in February and that they are looking for artists and a speaker for the event. Council
member Bledsoe added that Council would be reviewing the Mural Guidelines this evening
and that the content of the murals would be discussed separately. Council member cool stated
the Loudoun County Artisan Trail has a new member and is working towards planning events
to raise awareness and bring more visitors to the Town of Purcellville, and that the maps have
been beneficial. Council member Bledsoe added that the deadline for submissions for the film
festival has been extended a week. Council member Bledsoe added the PAC discussed the idea
of having Jim “Doc” Wiley award to an individual who demonstrates leadership in the arts.
Council member Bledsoe added that Dave Levinson had resigned from the PAC due to a new
position on the Board of the Franklin Park Arts Center.
c.

Board of Architectural Review

Council member McCollum noted the BAR did not meet last month and had no update.
d.

Parks and Recreation Advisory Board

Co-Chair Ken Beckstrom stated the PRAB supported the Tree Lighting Ceremony,
successfully completed the Trolley Tours and thanked the sponsors. Board member Beckstrom
stated the PRAB is looking into the economic practices of operating the Music and Arts
Festival and dissolved the subcommittee and will hold special meetings instead and that
volunteers are need to help with sponsorships. Board member Beckstrom added that the
applications for 2018 Sports Grants is open and next would be the Eagle Scout Applications.
Board member Beckstrom stated that the bike track submission to Town Council is nearly
complete and the Nature Walks Program is in the planning stages as well as bike racks and
repair stations in town. Board member Beckstrom asked that Council consider appointing
Kacey Young to the PRAB. On behalf of the PRAB, Board member Beckstrom thanked Philip
and France Message for their support and thanked Council for what they have done in the park.
e.

Economic Development Advisory Committee

Vice Mayor Ogelman stated the EDAC met and talked about the judging of the floats at the
Christmas parade. Vice Mayor Ogelman thanked Amie, Hibah and Patrick for their work
preparing EDAC for the holiday events. Vice Mayor Ogelman added that IT Director Shannon
Bohince provided some Wifi projects going on at Fireman’s Field. Vice Mayor Ogelman
talked about the Town’s Aberdeen property consisting of approximately 195 acres of land and
the possibilities of local farming.
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f.

Tree and Environment Sustainability Committee

Council member Greenly stated the TESC discussed a possible Trail Code of Conduct for an
equestrian and walking loop and access rights. Council member Greenly added the TESC
talked about the community garden and a possible seed exchange and talked about the proposal
for a carbon footprint to be discussed later in the agenda. Council member Greenly noted the
TESC had a table at the Tree Lighting Ceremony and that the next meeting of the TESC is
scheduled for December 20.
CITIZEN AND BUSINESS COMMENTS:
None
MAYOR AND COUNCIL COMMENTS:
Council member McCollum thanked staff for their work around town in preparation for the
holidays to include the tree lighting, parade and trolley tours. Council member McCollum
thanked Amie Ware, Hibah Salah, Liz Jarvis and Ken Beckstrom for their work on getting the
season started around town.
Council member Greenly stated that as a new Council member has been preparing paperwork
to help execute the duties as a Council member and talked about the work that goes on behind
the scenes by Town staff. Council member Greenly thanked the Council members for updating
him on various items.
Council member Jimmerson disclosed that the week of November 27 she and Mayor Fraser
met with David Jordan with Cangione about a property proposal. Council member Jimmerson
stated on December 1 she and Vice Mayor Ogelman met with Shannon Bohince and Lumos
Networks who offers dense fiber solutions specifically to businesses and large corporations.
Council member Jimmerson talked about the successful holiday events.
Council member Cool stated he is working with Hooper McCann and Dominion on power
surges and damages and talked about the issues with the 33rd Street traffic that he is working on
with the area citizens and staff. Council member Cool stated he reached out to the Department
of Historical Resources and plans to meet in January and provide a tour. Council member Cool
talked about requests he received from LoudounNow about the Town Manager hiring process
and provided his written response as follows:
________________________________________
From: Cool, Ryan
Sent: Monday, November 27, 2017 5:48 PM
To: Patrick Szabo
Subject: response to voicemail RE: Town Manager hiring process
I provide the following quote to satisfy your voicemail request:
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"The advertisement for the Town Manager position is in process as it has been
planned for weeks, and this process was presented in detail in the October
24th meeting of the Town Council.
We are currently receiving applications
and are working with our Human Resources staff to track and ensure that each
applicant has fully completed the application as it is received. So far I am
pleased with the applications we are receiving, and look forward to the
process going forward. The deadline for applications is January 12th."
If you decide to alter this quote I am requesting to be notified of that
change so that it is not changed in a way that does not reflect my statement.
Thank you.
Ryan

Council member Cool talked about the false store by the current Tabernacle concessionaire and
thanked Council member Bledsoe for addressing it and for stating he gave a tour of the
complex. Those comments are as follows:
-----Original Message----From: Bledsoe, Chris [mailto:cbledsoe@purcellvilleva.gov];
Sent: 4/3/2017 5:51:30 PM
To: Shaun Alexander [mailto:message@shaunalexander.com];
CC: Fraser, Kwasi [mailto:kfraser@purcellvilleva.gov]; Lohr, Rob
[mailto:rlohr@purcellvilleva.gov];
Subject: RE: RFI for management of Fireman's Field
Hi, Shaun,
Excellent, great to hear this!
I am copying Rob Lohr, whom you met Friday and is the Purcellville Town
Manager. Rob can coordinate directly with you for access to the Pullen
House. Rob can also provide information on the best means of getting answers
to your questions. I don’t recall offhand how the Town has publicized the
mechanism for question submittal and whether those are then public
information; Rob will know that. I’m hooking you up so that I’m not an
obstacle to getting answers and information as quickly as possible.
All the best,
Chris
-------------------------------------------------Chris Bledsoe
Council Member
Town of Purcellville
703.728.3377<tel:703.728.3377>
cbledsoe@purcellvilleva.gov<mailto:cbledsoe@purcellvilleva.gov>
http://www.purcellvilleva.gov
From: Shaun Alexander [mailto:message@shaunalexander.com]
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2017 5:37 PM
6
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To: Bledsoe, Chris
Cc: shaun@shaunalexander.com; Fraser, Kwasi
Subject: Re: RFI for management of Fireman's Field
Chris,
I'm putting some thoughts together for managing the Fireman's Field Complex .
I've got some questions I'm sure you can answer. I will get them to you by
next week. I have a few ideas with the Pullen House too.
Can I take a look at the inside of the Pullen house this week? I'm free
Wednesday or Friday.
Thanks
Shaun
On Fri, Mar 31, 2017 at 6:02 PM, Bledsoe, Chris
<cbledsoe@purcellvilleva.gov<mailto:cbledsoe@purcellvilleva.gov>> wrote:
Shaun,
Here's a link to the Purcellville web page where the formal RFI can be
accessed and downloaded. Let me know if you have any trouble accessing it.
http://www.purcellvilleva.gov/bids.aspx?bidID=13
Great spending time with you today, we are all looking forward to further
discussions. As you can see, Purcellville may have a small town character,
but it is a very dynamic environment that is ripe for the right venture that
can tap into the needs of a large demographic area including all of western
Loudoun and beyond.
Let me know what timeframe works for you for a visit to the larger, out of
town properties and I will coordinate that with Rob, Alex and Kwasi as well.
-----------------------------Chris Bledsoe
Council Member
Certified Planning Commissioner
Town of Purcellville
703.728.3377<tel:703.728.3377>
cbledsoe@purcellvilleva.gov

Council member Cool stated citizens ask him about the Town Hall building and has requested
answers to the questions which are as follows:
From: Cool, Ryan
Sent: Sunday, November 05, 2017 9:13 AM
To: Vanegas, Alex
Cc: Only Town Council
Subject: Town Hall purchase information
Alex and CouncilI would like to begin asking some questions that I have never been able to
get answered and numerous citizens have asked me if I have ever been able to
get answers to.
7
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Former Town Manager numerous time stated to me that he had tried to stop this
project and advised against it.
- I would like to review Mr Lohr's correspondence to Council so that I
can validate this.
I understand that a formal Cost Benefit analysis was not performed to guide
this decision. However, I would like to view the files that are paper and
electronic that are (I assume) stored in Town Hall that document all
transactions, financial and legislative.
Staff has reported to me that they provided numerous detailed reports to Mr
Beidas and Town Council advising against this decision but were directed by
Mr Beidas, per Town Council that their comments were to be ended and were to
no longer be provided.
- I would like to see the reports provided by staff
Health reports based upon staff complaints have also been referenced.
would like to see those as well.

I

- "It's been very complex,"" Lohr said, noting the three-way
agreement was complicated by the mold and title issues, as well as paying the
outside vendors.
The town paid $1,950,000 million for the building, and an additional $422,495
in settlement charges for a total purchase cost of $2,372, 305.
- the property was assessed at approximately $795,000 but the original
listing has since been deleted. I would like to gather an understanding as
to other bidders and was there a bidder war to get the price up to over $2
million?
"The deal that closed today was a complex three-way arrangement, arrived at
only after some pretty intensive negotiations, involving the Baptist Church,
Blue Ridge Realty and the town. The original agreement saw Blue Ridge Realty
purchase the church, with the town having the option to buy it outright and
do the renovations itself, or have Blue Ridge Realty do it for the town."
- I would like to see all documentation and emails from the individuals
involved.

"Council members Joan Lehr and Greg Wagner will head the team of staff
members and consultants to see how costs could be trimmed to stay within the
original cost parameters."
- I would like to see all of this correspondence and documentation.
Request all correspondence among and between Lohr, Lazaro, Clarke, and Janney

Purcellville Closes On Baptist Church Purchase © Leesburg Today - 07/23/2009
Today was a busy day for the Town of Purcellville as it engaged on a flurry
of activity in closing its $1.95 million deal to purchase the former Baptist
Church on Nursery Avenue.
Town Manager Robert W. Lohr was able to confirm the successful closing of the
deal early this afternoon. Earlier today, the town also closed on a $3
8
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million general bond obligation. ""The bond cleared this morning in Richmond,
and the funds were wired up to us,"" Lohr said earlier today.
Purcellville Mayor Bob Lazaro said he was pleased settlement had been
achieved. ""I think it's going to be a great civic center [for the town],""
he said, noting the acquisition of the property will form town complex with
Fireman's Field just across the street, which the town also owns.
The closing marks the end of an almost two-year project to find a new
Purcellville Town Hall to accommodate the town's work force, which had
outgrown the current space on Main Street over the past decade.
After a lengthy search for a suitable new location, and an attempt to find a
buyer or lessee for the existing town office on Main Street, the town settled
on the Baptist Church, which was being sold as the church built a larger
sanctuary on A Street.
The town was unable to find a buyer or lessee as the economy worsened, but
plans to renew its effort to sell the building to offset the costs of the
church purchase and renovations, as well as return it to the tax rolls. Lohr
said an RFP already has been issued for brokerage services to conduct a
market analysis and to represent the town in sale/lease negotiations.
The project has met with opposition from some in town, who claim it is
unsuitable for a government office, has too many problems, and, in a bad
economy, is too costly.
But the town council has stoutly defended the decision, stating it was taken
after a comprehensive review that revealed no other suitable location.
Additionally, the council maintains, it will be able to offset some of the
anticipated total $3.6 to $4.5 million costs by the eventual sale or lease of
the current building. Not only does the council plan to trim costs, but it
hopes to have an award-winning conversion project on its hands when the
renovations are complete, according to Lohr.
The estimated market value of the current town hall is $2,240,000 to
$2,750,000 as of March 15, 2007, according to the report done by appraiser
Norman Myers. Loudoun County has assessed the value of the two parcels on the
site, totaling 1.23 acres, at $1,791,000.
The deal that closed today was a complex three-way arrangement, arrived at
only after some pretty intensive negotiations, involving the Baptist Church,
Blue Ridge Realty and the town. The original agreement saw Blue Ridge Realty
purchase the church, with the town having the option to buy it outright and
do the renovations itself, or have Blue Ridge Realty do it for the town.
In the end, after costs started escalating early this year, the town decided
to buy the building outright. ""The council took it back because it was not
comfortable with the escalating costs,"" Lohr said. The town took the
decision in January and has been negotiating ever since, right up to the
closing.
Under the contract that closed today, the town paid $1,950,000 million for
the building, and an additional $422,495 in settlement charges for a total
purchase cost of $2,372, 305.
9
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The additional settlement costs include a number of small closing costs, plus
a few big ones.
Among the larger items is $41,267 to Dennis Beeze Quast Design to cover the
outstanding invoices for architectural design, which were outstanding with
Blue Ridge Realty but the town had to take over to get the final design
product.
The town also covered $15,967 for Makar Co. LLC's costs for preliminary
demolition, design and consulting for BRR; $96,653 to BRR for landlord work
and some engineering; $11,502 to BBR's lawyers Duncan Black and Co. for legal
work on the original contract for BRR, plus a development cost fee of
$200,000 for all the work BRR had already undertaken. If BRR had done the
entire project, as was envisioned at one time, that sum would have been
$450,000. Finally, the town anted up $50,000 to BRR as reimbursement for the
down payment it paid on the town's behalf.
On the plus side, while it was known from the beginning the church had a wet
basement, there was a later problem of mold that had occurred from a broken
water pipe over the winter, and the church will pay for mold remediation.
Lohr said the church has put $33,000 in escrow for that purpose.
Also, it turned out there were problems with clear legal title, and the
church will be reimbursing the town $2,432 for legal work and $1,222 to
Duncan Black.
""It's been very complex,"" Lohr said, noting the three-way agreement was
complicated by the mold and title issues, as well as paying the outside
vendors.
The council is going to have to wrestle with costs for the projects, but Lohr
said the town has 75-80 percent of the final design in hand. ""We've got a
team working on value engineering,"" Lohr said. Council members Joan Lehr and
Greg Wagner will head the team of staff members and consultants to see how
costs could be trimmed to stay within the original cost parameters.
The team will go back in and look at every facet of the design to see if
substitutions or rearrangements could be made to save costs, such as
substituting two larger bathrooms for three bathrooms, and eliminating a
shower, according to Lohr.
The original contract did not cover infrastructure improvements, such as
parking, sidewalks, landscaping and LEED initiatives, Lohr said.
The plans include possible expansion for staff, but Lohr said ""currently
we're in frozen or retraction mode,"" noting already three staff positions
have been eliminated. Front Information Clerk Stephanie Boylan has been
transferred to a vacancy in the Finance Department, and the town eliminated a
planning position and a public works position.
Director of Public Works Samer Beidas said it was unlikely the town would be
ready to issue an RFP until January at the earliest as it will have to wait
for final design work, site plans and specs. After bids are received in
February they will be reviewed and a recommendation made to the council to
award the construction contract sometime in March.
10
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Beidas said he hoped construction would begin late March or early April. With
a minimum six-month construction period, the transfer to the new town hall
would occur in the autumn of 2010.
http://www.loudountimes.com/site/lt_article/purcellville_closes_on_baptist_ch
urch_purchase

Ryan J. Cool
Town Council Member
rcool@purcellvilleva.gov
571-528-2665

Council member Cool stated that another issue brought forward is about the “firing of Rob
Lohr” and stated that Rob retired and was not fired. Council member Cool stated the purpose
for the last closed meeting on this item was because he was not available for the prior meeting
and that Council member Bledsoe felt all Council members should be present and that the
retirement paperwork had been submitted a while before the closed meeting and initiated by
Mr. Lohr, and further explained that options were provided to Mr. Lohr. Council member Cool
offered his printed comments to anyone present.
Council member Bledsoe stated that his reply on Facebook was in response to a comment that
Council member Cool believed to be incorrect and so he corrected the record and offered to
answer any questions. Council member Bledsoe added that nothing improper and no
procurement regulations were violated. Council member Bledsoe stated the holiday events
went well to include the parade, events at Town Hall and the Train Station and the trolley
tours. Council member Bledsoe thanked Amie Ware, Hibah Salah, Ken Beckstrom, Phil
Rohrer, staff and others for all of their work.
Vice Mayor Ogelman stated he was pleased to receive the CAFR and that at the last elections
citizens clearly stated they wanted the town to pursue slow growth, keep taxes and fees low
and preserve the small town character, and feels that under Mayor Fraser’s leadership they
have been able to pursue a different direction than in the past and have not depended on
additional growth to absorb costs. Vice Mayor Ogelman stated he looks forward to continuing
to pursue this and is proud of the significant changes on how the Town is governed fiscally.
Mayor Fraser thanked staff for their work on the holiday events and thanked Town Council for
stepping up during the challenging time. Mayor Fraser added that an Interim Town Manager
and an HR firm are on the verge of being hired to move forward with the investigations. Mayor
Fraser stated he met with members of the Loudoun Economic Development Committee and
that they want the Town to partner with the UAV, Unmanned Ariel Vehicle, pilot program
which is an initiative from the FAA based on a presidential directive. Mayor Fraser added the
purpose is to increase innovation in the drone space. Mayor Fraser stated the Makerspace is
scheduled to be complete in January or February. Mayor Fraser stated when he became Mayor
he saw the $60 million in debt and that a lot has been done to reduce it and that there are over
$125 million in assets which if monetized on would help the debt. Mayor Fraser stated they are
looking at public private partnerships with Fireman’s Field to have a consistent revenue flow.
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DISCUSSION/INFORMATIONAL ITEMS:
a.

Discussion/Review of Draft RFP Document for an Operational Audit

Council member Jimmerson stated she did not create an entire draft operational audit since a
couple of the candidates for Interim Town Manager seemed skilled in helping Council through
that process. Council member Jimmerson added that the purpose of the audit is to conduct an
external review of the efficiencies of various departments with the Town of Purcellville, to
present their final report with findings, recommendations and projected cost savings. Council
member Jimmerson stated that the cost of the audit would vary and that some come back as a
savings and that the scope can vary as well. Council member Jimmerson added that in January
Council can determine how much to spend then develop the scope in January/February and
form a possible committee, and in February produce the final scope to be approved by Town
Council, issue the RFP in March and complete the audit in July/August.
Council member Cool stated that after going through some Town processes and when staff
goes to Council and says there are systemic issues that they need corrected. Council member
Cool added that when an operational audit was brought up in 2016 it was pushed back very
strongly by the former Town Manager and feels that now is the time to move forward.
Vice Mayor Ogelman stated that Mayor Fraser and Council member Jimmerson pursued this
during the previous Town Council and were unsuccessful in convincing other Council
members that it was needed, and recalls this being an item on the very first agenda of this
Council. Vice Mayor Ogelman stated that the majority of Council spoke in favor of the audit
and that Council member McCollum stated concerns with the cost and the disruption to staff
and would not encourage an audit from an outside firm at that time because of the Munis
project. Vice Mayor Ogelman stated he feels it would be helpful to everyone to have someone
talk about best practices and would like to move forward.
Council member Jimmerson stated this is not a criticism of staff but that the audit pertains to
the way the business of the Town is conducted. Council member Jimmerson added that
timekeeping, procedures and practices, inventory control and developing an understanding of
the key issues impacting the town and evaluating them, and developing a profile of the town.
Council member Jimmerson furthered talked about the process in the staff working with the
auditors to develop a plan moving forward.
Council member McCollum stated he was sensitive to how this would be done so that staff can
continue to do their jobs and that after seeing the outline feels some of the items are very good,
Council member McCollum stated he feels the audit committee should originate with staff,
follow the timeline mentioned by Council member Jimmerson then provide Council with a
recommendation.
Mayor Fraser stated that the audit is a way to stress test the organization to determine strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats are and implement strategies to address each. Mayor
Fraser stated that it will be important that the process for the audit work in parallel with staff.
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b.

Selection of Independent Investigator to Address Complaints Through
Whistle Blower Reporter/Ethical Advocate

Hooper McCann stated the Town engaged Ethical Advocate in May and that they just receive
complaints and do not investigative services. Ms. McCann noted staff is working on
identifying potential contractors to provide that service and asked for Council’s input on
expectations, and that there would be a financial commitment. Ms. McCann added that testing
would be done this week.
Council member Cool asked when this item was passed by Council. Hooper McCann stated the
agreement was entered into in May. Council member Cool spoke in favor of moving forward.
Hooper McCann stated that the primary contact for the Ethical Advocate was Danny Davis and
then the previous Interim Town Manager and that it has returned to more of an HR capacity.
Ms. McCann stated she is looking into investigators that have been recommended and will
update Council.
Sharon Rauch stated that Ethical Advocate is set up pending some additional testing at which
time the number would be active for employees and that staff is looking for guidance on what
to do with the complaints as they come in.
Council member McCollum stated he would prefer that a third party not come in but that an
agreed upon internal process be used.
Vice Mayor Ogelman stated he feels that the process needs determined to be fair and equitable
on the back end. Vice Mayor Ogelman added he would like to understand how it fell through
the cracks and that the lessons learned would be valuable in moving forward.
Sharon Rauch stated that Danny Davis was the point of contact and when he left it went to the
Interim Town Manager where it waited for approval/signature. Ms. Rauch offered to walk
Council through the process.
Mayor Fraser suggested that Vice Mayor Ogelman and Council member McCollum look at
where this might have worked and present something to Council as to where the ultimate
disposition should be.
c.

Movement of Property at Tabernacle During Transition

Council member Cool stated that when the termination letter was issued to Mr. Message that
he made a statement that he was going “to strip the place clean”. Council member Cool added
that they have since realized that he will not be doing this and have begun tagging items for
inventory which had not been done previously. Council member Cool stated that there are a lot
of personal items owned by Mr. Message at the Tabernacle including the white shed and has
talked with the maintenance staff and that no Town employee is responsible for moving private
property.
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Council member McCollum stated he believes the decision on whether or not Town employees
are used to move the property should be made by the Interim Town Manager but feels that Mr.
Message should move his own property as that is the customary procedure. Council member
McCollum agreed with Council member Cool about the possible risk of damage to the property
or injury to staff.
Council member Bledsoe stated that Council member Cool requested that this item be added to
the agenda so that comments are on the record. Council member Bledsoe stated he agrees that
Mr. Message’s property is his personal property and his responsibility to move and not the
Town’s responsibility for the reasons discussed to include insurance liability, workman’s
compensation, etc. Council member Bledsoe stated that his point was that the direction of staff
to whether or not they should undertake a task such as the removal of personal property
belongs solely with the Town Administrator subject to any guidance from the legislative body
but that it is the purview of the Town Administrator or the Interim Town Manager or the Town
Manager to make the decision as they alone are responsible for directing staff. Council member
Bledsoe added that the only person that reports to Council is the Town Manager.
Mayor Fraser summarized that from the Town Council that Mr. Message should move his
personal property but that the final decision is left to the Interim Town Manager.
Deborah Dahl came forward and suggested to the Interim Town Manager and Town Council
that when the individual goes onto town property to remove their personal property that a
police officer is present as a civil assist and to oversee the removal of personal property. Mayor
Fraser stated that this would be taken into consideration.
Ken Beckstrom stated that Mr. Message has given a lot to the community and that it is
unfortunate that he may have made a statement. Mr. Beckstrom offered to assist Mr. Message
and does not believe there is any intent of taking anything that does not belong to him.
Council member Cool stated there was a statement made and a reaction to it to make sure that
the town does not lose property that they own and be liable. Council member Cool stated he
does not disagree the delivery of services that Mr. Message has given over time and in the heat
of the exchange that the town needs to protect itself, which is his job.
ACTION ITEMS:
a.

TC-2018-09 Operation, Management and Preservation of Purcellville’s
Historic Fireman’s Field – Notice of Award

Council member Cool requested that Carolyn Dobson be provided the opportunity to speak to
Council.
(Verbatim)
Thank you for allowing me some time to say a few words. I am here representing the Shaun
Alexander Enterprises LLC, Play to Win LLC and Every Citizen Has Opportunities. My name
is Carolyn Dobson and I’m the CMO, Chief Marketing Officer, for Play to Win. I am now the
14
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2017 Community Leadership Finalist for Loudoun County for the second year in a row. The
reason I say that is because community is extremely important to everybody that works at
Shaun Alexander Enterprises, Play to Win and Every Citizen Has Opportunities. We also
manage several successful facilities including the Evergreen Sportsplex which has also been
awarded the 2017 Small Business of the Year for Loudoun County. We are very excited at the
opportunity to be working with the town staff and the Town Council to manager the Fireman’s
Field complex, including the Bush Tabernacle. This is not just business for us. This is also very
personal. Shaun Alexander lives in Purcellville with his eight children. I live in Round Hill and
my son attends Woodgrove High School and 90% of the staff have played at Firemans’ Field
over the course of the years. My husband coached for the Cannons their first year. So this is
not just about taking over and managing the facility but is actually increasing the sense of
community that I think is so needed in this wonderful complex that I feel has been somewhat
underutilized. Our goal is to increase community events and programming and make this the
heart of western Loudoun. The intent to bring the facility back to its original glory, renew
programming and improvements to the buildings, grounds and fields. We have promised the
Town Council and the community that we are keeping the Teen Center, and we are. We have
started a Youth Advisory Board to help us come up with appropriate programming for middle
school and high school kids with local high school students throughout Loudoun County with a
concentration in western Loudoun. We are going to celebrate the history of the complex by
displaying old photos and have a walking tour of the complex to tell its story that so many
people are unfamiliar with. We are also meeting in the next two weeks with the Cannons,
American Legion, Greater Loudoun Babe Ruth, Upper Loudoun Football and Upper Loudoun
Little League as we are committed to their continued involvement and programming at the
same cost with increased service and support from our organizations. We look forward to
working with the town staff and Town Council, Parks and Recs and other subcommittees to
continue to host and plan signature events, such as the Wine and Food Festival, and to ensure
these loved and highly attended community events, as well as other initiatives, continue and
grow. In closing, all of the partners involved in this endeavor have a love for this facility just as
the community that surrounds it, and we look forward to sharing our new ideas and plans as
they develop. Thank you.
Council member McCollum stated he has received calls about Upper Loudoun Youth Football
and Little League with concerns about the nature of the relationship would change and asked
for assurance. Ms. Dobson stated they are excited to be partnering with them and keeping the
status quo as they have operated and use the facilities and fields for almost 50 years. Ms.
Dobson stated they would like to support them more, increase their level of service, help them
with event programming to celebrate their milestones and operate status quo as they have been
for so many years. Council member McCollum requested that that portion of Ms. Dobson’s
comments be included in the minutes so that he can refer citizens to the minutes to address
their concerns. Ms. Dobson added that they are looking forward to supporting them.
Council member Cool disclosed he has met with Upper Loudoun Football and let them know
that they have support.
Council member Bledsoe made a motion that the Purcellville Town Council authorize and
direct the Mayor to execute the Concession Contract for the Operation and Management of the
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Fireman’s Field Complex between the Town of Purcellville and Shaun Alexander Enterprises
dated December 30, 2017 for operation and maintenance of the Town’s Fireman’s Field
Complex. The motion was seconded by Council member Jimmerson.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Cool
Council member Jimmerson
7-0

McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
Mayor:
b.

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Approval of Mural Guidelines for the Town of Purcellville

Amie Ware referenced the Draft Mural Guidelines included in the agenda packet for review
and approval by Town Council and reviewed the purpose for the item.
Council member McCollum spoke in favor of approving the guidelines.
Council member Bledsoe made a motion that the Town Council approve the Mural Guidelines
established by the Purcellville Arts Council as proposed in the packet. The motion was
seconded by Council member McCollum.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Bledsoe
Council member McCollum
7-0

McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
Mayor:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Prior to his vote, Vice Mayor Ogelman stated he appreciated the context given about the sense
of place, identity and historic character of the town.
c.

Appointments to the Parks and Recreation Advisory Board

Council member Cool made a motion that the Town Council approve the following
appointments to fill vacancies on the Parks and Recreation Advisory Board:
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Name

Committee, Commission or Board

Term

Jeff Scott

Parks & Recreation Advisory Board

Carolyn Dobson

Parks & Recreation Advisory Board

December 12, 2017 through October 31,
2019
December 12, 2017 through October 31,
2019

The motion was seconded by Council member Bledsoe.
Council member Jimmerson referenced the candidate mentioned earlier and felt that she may
not be able to give the necessary time due to other volunteer commitments.
Council member McCollum asked if Ms. Dobson’s business with the town would be a conflict
with being on a committee where it is an oversight of her operation. Council member Cool
stated after reading the documentation that he does not see a conflict. Mayor Fraser stated that
in the future she may recuse herself as needed.
Council member Cool stated he choose the applicants based on plans they have.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Cool
Council member Bledsoe
7-0

Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Mayor:
d.

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Tree and Environment Sustainability Committee Request for Funding for
Carbon Footprint Study

Council member Greenly stated the TESC is looking for Council’s approval for a one-time
expenditure of $5,000 to have a study conducted which would help to map the carbon footprint
in Purcellville.
Council member Greenly made a motion that the Town Council approve a one-time
expenditure in the amount of $5,000 to have the Carbon Baseline Inventory Study of
Purcellville conducted. The motion was seconded by Council member Jimmerson.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:
17
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Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Mayor:
e.

Aye
Aye
Aye
Absent
Aye
Aye
Aye

Options for Engagement of an Interim Town Manager

Hooper McCann stated that staff as well as Vice Mayor Ogelman and Council member
Jimmerson reached out to multiple resources across the state and after reviewing
recommendations that two are available for the position. Ms. McCann added that the successful
candidate would be appointed by the Town Council and hired by the town as a part-time
employee for about a three-month period until a permanent Town Manager is hired.
Council member Jimmerson stated that the budget impact is approximately $30,000 and noted
that there currently is no Town Manager or an Assistant Town Manager and that the funds
have already been approved and that to say that the town is spending additional money is not
true.
Council member Jimmerson stated she is basing the motion on pulsing several colleagues and
that she interviewed three candidates and agreed they were exceptional. Council member
Jimmerson added the reason for her decision is that she feels the candidate could offer
assistance in hiring a new Town Manager.
Council member Jimmerson made a motion that the Town Council enter into an agreement and
appoint John Anzivino to serve as the Interim Town Manager as a part-time employee of the
Town of Purcellville for a period of approximately three months or until a permanent Town
Manager has been recruited and on-boarded. The motion was seconded by Council member
Cool.
Vice Mayor Ogelman stated Mr. Anzivino’s focus on alignment in Council/staff relationships
was important and that he understands the alignment to be based on Council setting policy
based on citizen values and staff aligning to that vision and doing their best to implement that
policy.
Council member McCollum stated he was impressed and that he values the staff and expects
staff to do their work, and that he is familiar with operational audits and can assist with
recruiting.
Council member Bledsoe stated he agrees that both candidates were strong and that Mr.
Anzivino had a similar experience with a police department and supports the selection of Mr.
Anzivino.
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Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Jimmerson
Council member Cool
7-0

Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Mayor:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Council member Greenly stated he was unable to speak to the individuals but did read the
packets.
f.

Recommendations for Hunting and Fishing on Town Property

Vice Mayor Ogelman stated the purpose for the discussion is that the town’s policy on who can
hunt and fish and when is not fair and equitable. Vice Mayor Ogelman added that the town is
not well covered to have hunting on the property and feels a year may be needed to investigate
and determine the best way to come up with an equitable solution.
Council member Cool stated he still believes it is a private hunting reserve, and that the intent
is to end the program due to a recommendation from the insurer and then look into other
options.
Ms. Dahl, 331 E. D Street, came forward and offered to help on any committee to help with the
drafting of rules and regulations since she has experience.
Council member Bledsoe suggested that it come back with a recommendation to Council
within the 120 days as there are multiple factors between the easement access and the safety
and insurance issues and balance against the open air access among citizens, and agreed to look
into this further.
Vice Mayor Ogelman made a motion that the Purcellville Town Council direct staff to
terminate the hunting and fishing program effective immediately and issue the appropriate
notifications(s). I further move that the Town Council direct staff to explore future options to
include but be limited to the state-run recreational hunting program and return with
recommendations to Council within 120 days from today. The motion was seconded by
Council member Bledsoe.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:
Cool:
19
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Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Mayor:
g.

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Purcellville Green Baffin Place Street Acceptance

Dale Lehnig stated that Toll Brothers has requested that the Town accept Baffin Place into the
Town’s system as it had been intended to be a public street.
Council member Greenly made a motion that the Town Council accept Baffin Place into the
Town’s street system, and add Baffin Place (0.19 lane miles) to the listing of streets to be
added to obtain VDOT maintenance funding by resolution in April 2018. The motion was
seconded by Vice Mayor Ogelman.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Greenly
Vice Mayor Ogelman
7-0

McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
Mayor:
h.

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Approval of Human Resources Firm for Investigations

Hooper McCann referenced the contract with Wilson Elser before Council and added that the
contract will include all aspects of the assistance with the audit of the police investigation and
all other investigations have come before the town. Ms. McCann noted that Council made a
motion Thursday to move forward with this firm and that this would approve the contract and
provide the Mayor with the authority to engage in the contract on behalf of the town.
Council member Jimmerson made a motion that the Town Council approve the engagement
letter with the law firm of Wilson Elser and further authorize Mayor Fraser to sign the
engagement letter on behalf of the town. The motion was seconded by Vice Mayor Ogelman.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Jimmerson
Vice Mayor Ogelman
7-0

McCollum:
20
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Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
Mayor:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

DISCUSSION OF ITEMS PROPOSED FOR FUTURE PRESENTATIONS/
RECOGNITION:
a.
b.

Purcellville (LVHS) Boys Cross Country National Champions
Emerick Elementary – Blue Ribbon School

Council member Bledsoe requested that Dave Levinson be recognized for his years of service
on the Purcellville Arts Council.
Council approved the requests.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
a.
b.
c.

November 14, 2017 Town Council Special Meeting
November 14, 2017 Town Council Regular Meeting
November 18, 2017 Town Council Emergency Meeting

Council member Jimmerson made a motion that the Town Council approve the minutes of the
November 14, 2017 Town Council Special Meeting, the November 14, 2017 Town Council
Regular Meeting and the November 18, 2017 Town Council Emergency Meeting and waive
reading. The motion was seconded by Council member Cool and carried unanimously.
CLOSED MEETING:
Council member Jimmerson made a motion that as authorized under Section 2.2-3711(A)(8) of
the Code of the Virginia that the Purcellville Town Council convene in a closed meeting to
consult with legal counsel about specific legal matters pertaining to personnel investigations of
Town employees, which requires the provision of legal advice by counsel. The following
individuals are requested to attend the closed meeting:
1)
2)
3)

All Town Council Members
Legal Counsel and Investigative Team of Wilson Elser
Hooper McCann, Director of Administration

The motion was seconded by Council member Greenly.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:
21
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McCollum:
Greenly:
Jimmerson:
Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
Mayor:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Council member Jimmerson made a motion that the Town Council reconvene in an open
meeting and that the minutes reflect no formal action was taken in the closed meeting.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Jimmerson
Council member Bledsoe
7-0

Cool:
Bledsoe:
Ogelman:
Jimmerson:
Greenly:
McCollum:
Mayor:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Council member Jimmerson made a motion that the Purcellville Town Council adopt
Resolution17-12-01 certifying the closed meeting of December 12, 2017. The motion was
seconded by Vice Mayor Ogelman.
Motion:
Second:
Carried:

Council member Jimmerson
Vice Mayor Ogelman
7-0

Ogelman:
Bledsoe:
Cool:
Jimmerson:
Greenly:
McCollum:
Mayor:

Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

ADJOURNMENT:
With no further business, Council member McCollum made a motion to adjourn the meeting at
10:58 PM. The motion was seconded by Vice Mayor Ogelman and carried 7-0.
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_________________________
Kwasi A. Fraser, Mayor

________________________
Diana Hays, Clerk of Council
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STAFF REPORT
ACTION ITEM

Item #15
SUBJECT:

Closed Meeting

DATE OF MEETING:

January 9, 2018

STAFF CONTACTS:

Diana Hays, Town Clerk/Project Manager

SUMMARY and RECOMMENDATIONS:
Attached are the motions and resolution pertaining to the closed meeting.

ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Closed Meeting Motions
2. Resolution 18‐01‐01
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ATTACHMENT 1

MOTION TO RECESS THE REGULAR MEETING AND CONVENE A CLOSED
MEETING

(this motion to be used if legal counsel is present:
“As authorized under Section 2.2-3711(A)(8) of the Code of Virginia, I move that the Purcellville
Town Council convene in a closed meeting to consult with legal counsel about specific legal
matters pertaining to personnel investigations of Town employees, which requires the provision
of legal advice by counsel. The following individuals are requested to attend the closed meeting:
1) All Town Council members
2) Attorneys from Wilson Elser
3) John Anzivino, Interim Town Manager
OR
(this motion to be used if legal counsel is not present)
As authorized under Section 2.2-3711(A)(1) of the Code of Virginia, I move that the Purcellville
Town Council convene in a closed meeting to discuss investigations into the performance of
specific Town employees:
1) All Town Council members
2) John Anzivino, Interim Town Manager
______________________________________________________________________________
MOTION BY TOWN COUNCIL TO ADJOURN THE CLOSED MEETING AND
RECONVENE THE OPEN MEETING
“I move that the Town Council reconvene in an open meeting and that the minutes reflect no
formal action was taken in the closed meeting.”

MOTION THAT THE RESOLUTION CERTIFYING THE CLOSED MEETING BE
ADOPTED AND REFLECTED IN THE MINUTES OF THE PUBLIC MEETING
“I move that the Purcellville Town Council adopt Resolution 18-01-01 certifying the closed
meeting of January 9, 2018.”
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ATTACHMENT 2

Mayor
Kwasi A. Fraser
Council
Chris Bledsoe
Ryan J. Cool
Theodore Greenly
Karen Jimmerson
Douglass J. McCollum
Nedim Ogelman

221 S. Nursery Avenue
Purcellville, VA 20132
(540) 338‐7421
Fax: (540) 338‐6205
www.purcellvilleva.gov

TOWN OF PURCELLVILLE
IN
LOUDOUN COUNTY, VIRGINIA
RESOLUTION NO. 18-01-01

PRESENTED:
ADOPTED:

A RESOLUTION:

THE

CERTIFYING
JANUARY 9, 2018

JANUARY 9, 2018
________________

CLOSED

MEETING

ON

WHEREAS, the Town Council of the Town of Purcellville, Virginia, has this day convened a
closed meeting in accordance with an affirmative recorded vote of the Purcellville
Town Council and in accordance with the Virginia Freedom of Information Act.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Purcellville Town Council does hereby
certify that to the best of each member’s knowledge, i.) only public business matters
lawfully exempted from open meeting requirements under the Freedom of
Information Act were discussed in the closed meeting to which this certification
applies; and ii.) only such public business matters as were identified in the motion
by which the said closed meeting was convened were heard, discussed or
considered by the Purcellville Town Council.
PASSED THIS _________ DAY OF JANUARY, 2018.
_________________________
Kwasi A. Fraser, Mayor
Town of Purcellville
ATTEST:
___________________________
Diana Hays, Clerk of Council
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